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Abstract: 
The thesis focuses on the water hammer phenomena in the hydraulic conduits of the 
Norwegian high head hydropower plant Tonstad and a potential discharge upgrade. The first 
part of the thesis describes physical background of the water hammer occurrence and the 
systems to control it in the hydraulic conduits of the power plant. The 1D-numerical software 
LVTrans for the numerical modelling of the hydraulic transients is described. The second part 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
More and more power plants are installed to harvest renewable energy sources (RES) such 
as solar plants and wind plants. Since the production of electricity from those plants strongly 
depends on weather conditions and seasons of the year, the variations in production have to 
be compensated. Other electricity generation technologies do not have sufficient technical 
flexibility to balance fluctuations in demand and generation in the same time period, or to 
provide backup capacity for renewable energy sources. To keep the electric grid stable all 
generation technologies are important, but additionally hydropower stands out with significant 
balancing capability. 
The required load of electric power is usually separated in three categories. 
• The base load can be described as a relatively constant demand. Therefore, it can be 
provided by power plants which are designed to produce constant rate of electricity.  
• Intermediate load is significant for throughout the day fluctuations, for example morning 
and evening increases in demand. Power plants that are fulfilling that part of demand 
are running less hours in comparison with base load power plants, but at the same time 
more hours than power plants of next category named peak load. 
• Peak load in electricity demand occurs in specific periods, most of which can be 
predicted. Responsiveness of those power plants is on high level, so that those are 
able to ensure electricity when demand raises rapidly. Such power plants are operating 
fewer hours than other categories. In general, base load demand is covered by nuclear 
power plants, thermal power plants and run-off river plants. Peak load demand is 
covered by hydro storage power plants and gas-fired power plants. The only renewable 
sources of electricity that can bring to stabilization of network, ensure highly flexible 
power generation and ancillary service are pump storage facilities. (Pirker, 2010) 
Tonstad HPP was until the deregulation of the power market in 1991 mainly operating as a 
base load power plant. After this change and 320 MW upgrade of the power plant, it started to 
cover the peak demand. Currently the power plant supplies frequency restoration reserves 
(FRR) to the national transmission system operator Statnett. To provide increased share of 
energy in electricity grid, an upgrade of the existing power plant is discussed in this work. Often 
it is cheaper, faster and easier solution than construction of a new one. Upgrades of 
powerplants may bridge the time to design and construct fully new powerplants and storage 
plants. This aspect shows the strength of the hydropower technology. However, feasibility of 
the upgrade, including the transient phenomenon analysis, is necessary to investigate at first. 
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2 TRANSIENT HYDRAULICS THEORY 
2.1 Appearing of transient hydraulics phenomena 
Transient hydraulic phenomena are a consequence of change in boundary conditions during 
flow. Most common nonsteady boundary conditions that may introduce transients are (Jaeger, 
1977): 
• Valve settings change 
• Turbine power demand change 
• Reservoir elevation change 
• Waves on reservoir 
• Turbine governor response 
• Turbine impellers or guide vanes vibration 
• Draft-tube instabilities due to vortexing 
In the elementary surge system, during significant change in discharge at the end of the 
pressure, manometers in the pipeline will register two types of pressure oscillations. In most 
cases, (i) short period oscillation will die out before the (ii) long period oscillation sets itself in 
motion. The longer period oscillations are caused by mass oscillation between the surge tank 
and the reservoir. In the stable system, friction in the tunnel will bring the mass oscillations to 
the steady state. Origin is the main reason for characteristics of short period oscillation. Elastic 
behaviour of the pipe and almost none compressibility of the water are causing pressure waves 
that propagate through the water. Those pressure waves are called water hammer or pressure 
surge (Wylie & Streeter, 1978). 
2.2 The Method of characteristics 
Method of characteristics (MOC) is a method for analysing transients in piping systems. For 
its efficiency, in terms of computing power and analytical accuracy (when disregarding 
secondary effects of friction), regardless of grid size, MOC is the most essential tool. The 
governing equations behind transients in liquid filled piping system are described according to 
Wylie and Streeter (1978), who used equation of motion and the continuity equation as base 
(Svingen, 2019). 
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2.2.1 Equation of motion 
Dynamic equilibrium of the element of fluid in the cylindrical or conical tube, with length dx, is 
the basis for deriving the equation of motion. In regard with 3D Navier-Stokes equation, 
following assumptions and simplifications are used during derivation of 1D wave equation: 
• All variation in tangential direction is zero due to symmetry of the pipe. Also, body 
forces are excluded due to low values compared with other forces. 
• Low compressibility can be assumed for all liquid filled systems. Result is that density 
is constant regardless to fluctuations in pressure. 
• A much lower flow velocity than sound velocity can be assumed in all liquid filled 
systems, except extremely flexible tubes. (M2<<1) 
• Velocity and pressure are averaged over the cross section of a pipe, which is causing 
one-dimensionality. 
 
Figure 1: Freebody diagram for application of equation of motion (Wylie & Streeter, 1978) 
Figure 1 shows a free body of fluid with forces acting on it. Regarding to Newtons law, 
summation of the forces on the slice is equal to its mass multiplied by acceleration: 
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 𝑝𝐴 − [𝑝𝐴 +
𝜕(𝑝𝐴)
𝜕𝑥
 𝑑𝑥] + (
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑥
𝑑𝑥
2
) 
𝜕𝐴
𝜕𝑥
 𝑑𝑥 − 𝜏0 𝜋 𝐷 𝑑𝑥 − 𝛾 𝐴 𝑑𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 =  𝜌 𝐴 𝑑𝑥 ?̇? (1) 
Second order infinitesimals (dx)2 can be neglected, and equation can be simplified to: 
 𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑥
 𝐴 + 𝜏0 𝜋 𝐷 +  𝛾 𝐴 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 + 𝜌 𝐴 ?̇? = 0 (2) 
The sheer stress 𝜏0 is in transient flow calculation considered to be equal to the one during 
steady velocity. In dependence of Darcy-Weissbach friction factor 𝑓 it can be written as: 
 
𝜏0  =
𝜌 𝑓 𝑣 |𝑣|
8
 (3) 
 
Inserting this in the equation (2) results with: 
 𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑥
 𝐴 +
𝜌 𝑓 𝑣 |𝑣|
8
 𝜋 𝐷 +  𝛾 𝐴 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 + 𝜌 𝐴 (𝑣
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑡
) = 0 (4) 
 
Acceleration written as total derivate of velocity ?̇? is replaced with its extended form:  
 
?̇? = 𝑣
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑡
 (5) 
 
Cross section area or density are present in every part of the equation (4), therefore equation 
is divided with 𝜌 𝐴, where 𝐴 =
𝜋 𝐷2
4
. 
 
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑥
1
𝜌
+
𝑓 𝑣 |𝑣|
2𝐷
+ 𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 + 𝑣
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑡
=  0 (6) 
Assumption of a low Mach number (M2<<1) results in that convective1 term of equation (𝑣
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑥
) 
can be disregarded. 
Also, pressure 𝑝 may be replaced by piezometric head 𝐻 and elevation of the pipe centreline 
𝑧. 
𝑝 = 𝜌 𝑔 (𝐻 − 𝑧) 
 
1 Convection is physical process in flow of fluid that causes transport of the particles by the ordered 
motion of the flow. Furthermore, transport of the particles by diffusion means random motion of the 
molecules in the fluid (spread of dye). 
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Where 𝑧 is elevation at 𝑥, therefore: 
  
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑥
=  𝜌 𝑔(
𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑥
− 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) (7) 
Equation (7) inserted in the equation (6) is resulting with ordinary 1D momentum equation: 
 𝑔
𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑡
+
𝑓 𝑣 |𝑣|
2𝐷
=  0 (8) 
2.2.2 Continuity equation 
Control volume of the fluid, showed on the Figure 2, may be considered to be fixed relative to 
the pipe and is moving and stretching at velocity 𝑢 as the inside of the pipe moves and 
stretches. Treated control volume is described using the conservation of mass law. Further, 
the differentiation of the resulting equation is executed with respect to a particle of fluid mass 
with length 𝑑𝑥. 
 
Figure 2: Control volume for continuity equation (Wylie & Streeter, 1978) 
By the conservation of mass law, the time rate of mass inflow into the control volume is equal 
to the time rate of the mass increase within the control volume, which means: 
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The upstream face of the control volume is at 𝑥 and is moving as well as whole pipe, in the 
direction of pipe axis with velocity 𝑢. The total derivative with respect to the axial motion of the 
pipe is therefore given by: 
 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑢
𝜕
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
  (10) 
The time rate of length increase 𝑑𝑥 of the control volume may be written as 
 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑥 =
𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑥
𝑑𝑥  (11) 
Inserting expressions (10) and (11) in the equation (9) and removing the equal terms after the 
expansion of the equation is resulting with equation (12). Intermediate steps are described by 
Wylie and Streeter (1978) in chapter two. 
 𝜌 𝐴
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣
𝜕(𝜌 𝐴)
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕(𝜌 𝐴)
𝜕𝑡
= 0 (12) 
Where last two terms represent the derivative of 𝜌 𝐴 with respect to motion of a mass particle 
(13) and can be expanded. Furthermore, expanded equation (12) is divided by 𝜌 𝐴 and total 
derivative term (13) is inserted. 
 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑣
𝜕
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
 (13) 
After mentioned intermediate steps and indication of total derivative with dot over the 
dependent variable, result is: 
 
?̇?
𝜌
+
?̇?
𝐴
+
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑥
= 0 (14) 
No simplifying assumption is done during derivation of equation (14). Consequently, equation 
holds for converging or diverging tubes and cylindrical pipes, even very flexible ones. Also, all 
types of fluid are covered. During further derivation, definition of bulk modulus of fluid elasticity 
𝐾 is resulting in focus being on Newtonian fluid: 
 
?̇?
𝜌
=
?̇?
𝐾
 (15) 
Water conduits that we are dealing with are prismatic pipes or tunnels with constant 
dimensions along their length. Therefore, area of the cross section can be written as function 
of pressure only. 
 − 
𝜕[𝜌𝐴(𝑣 − 𝑢)]
𝜕𝑥
 𝑑𝑥 =
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
(𝜌 𝐴 𝑑𝑥) (9) 
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 ?̇? =
𝑑𝐴
𝑑𝑝
 ?̇? (16) 
During the implementation of mentioned simplifications in the equation (14), additional 
parameter 𝑎2 will make expression shorter and simpler. This new parameter is representing 
wave propagation velocity. 
 
𝑎2 =   
𝐾/𝜌
1 +
𝐾
𝐴
∆𝐴
∆𝑝
 
(17) 
After insertion of equations (15), (16) and (17) in the equation (14) and some additional steps, 
including replacing pressure with piezometric head, result is 1D continuity equation. Equation 
(18) is so called second water hammer equation, next to equation (8) (Thorley, 2004). 
 
𝑎2
𝑔
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑡
= 0 (18) 
2.2.3 Characteristics equations 
Two water hammer equations are forming pair of partial differential equations where velocity 
and hydraulic grade line elevation are dependent variables, and time and distance are 
independent variables. Equations are transformed into four ordinary differential equations by 
the characteristics method. Equations (20) and (22) are characteristic lines at the x-t plane as 
shown in Figure 3. Considering that 𝑎 is generally constant for a given pipe, equations (20) 
and (22) are straight lines on the x-t plane and they are characteristic lines along which 
equations (19) and (22) are valid. 
 
𝐶+ 
𝑔
𝑎
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑡
+
𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝑡
+
𝑓 𝑣 |𝑣|
2𝐷
=  0 
 
(19) 
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑡
= +𝑎 
 
(20) 
 
𝐶− 
−
𝑔
𝑎
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑡
+
𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝑡
+
𝑓 𝑣 |𝑣|
2𝐷
=  0 
 
(21) 
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑡
= −𝑎 
 
(22) 
With integration of the equations (19) and (22) along characteristic lines, dependent variables 
𝑣 and 𝐻 at point P can be calculated using values of point A and B. Following this procedure, 
the values at the next time step can be calculated knowing the values at the previous time step 
and the boundaries (Wylie & Streeter, 1978). 
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Figure 3: The characteristic grid, staggered type (Svingen, 2019) 
In the staggered grid, as in case of LVTrans simulations, the pipe consists of intermediate 
points and boundary points. Boundary points are elements attached to pipes, as turbines and 
valves. Simulation starts with obtaining the parameters for each element. Iteration that follows 
is shortly described by Svingen (2019) as: 
“During the iteration, the following is done: 
• Each pipe element calculates its internal flow variables based on its previous values 
and the previous flow variables from the non-pipe element. 
• Each pipe transfers its newly calculated characteristic values, CP, CM, BP and BM to 
its adjacent non-pipe element. 
• Each non-pipe element uses their newly received characteristic values together with 
any additional variables (for instance interactively varied RPM and so on) and 
calculates all their internal variables together with H and Q at the boundaries. H and Q 
are then sent back to adjacent pipe elements via feedback nodes.” 
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2.3 Water hammer 
Critical conditions in the pressure pipeline, considering the water hammer, appear during 
instant valve closure. During such manoeuvre, the velocity v of the water flow, right in front of 
the valve is instantly (t=0) reduced to zero. The inertia of the water mass is causing that velocity 
at the remaining of the pipe does not change in such short period. Thus, the incoming water is 
compressing the resting water near to the valve and simultaneously stretching the pipe wall, 
Figure 4 a). Undiminished velocity of upstream water is that way compressing layer by layer 
of resting water and expanding the pipe until the wave reaches top of the pipe (t= L/a), Figure 
4 b). At that point, kinetic energy is stored to the elastic energy and additional pressure ∆𝑝 is 
present in the whole pipe. 
Thus, the pressure in the upper reservoir is constant. Increased pressure in the upper part of 
the pipe causes water flow from the higher pressure in the pipe to the lower pressure in the 
reservoir, Figure 4 c).This backward flow with velocity v0 returns the pressure and pipe walls 
into place as before the valve closing. Similar as during pressure increase, the wave of 
backward flow is now traveling in the opposite direction with the same velocity a. After time 
t=2L/a wave reaches the boundary condition in terms of constant flow Q=0 caused by closed 
valve, Figure 4 d). 
Since there is no flow possible through the valve, negative flow causes negative pressure −∆𝑝 
and the velocity drops to zero in the layer in front of the valve, Figure 4 e). Negative pressure 
wave is now traveling upwards the pipe with velocity a, causing the reduction of water flow to 
zero. Furthermore, the negative pressure also causes contraction of the pipe walls and 
expansion of water (in case of insufficient static head of the pipe, occurrence of cavitation is 
possible) (Wylie & Streeter, 1978). Negative pressure wave reaches the upper edge of the 
pipe after t=3L/a. At this point, there is no water flow in the pipe and the pressure is negative, 
equal to −∆𝑝, Figure 4 f). 
Boundary condition in terms of constant pressure at the upper edge of the pipe, provided by 
the upper reservoir, causes a water flow in the pipe with velocity v0, Figure 4 g). The wave of 
positive flow and initial state pressure reach the valve at time t=4L/a, Figure 4 h). When this 
happens, conditions at the valve are equal to initial state before the closing of the valve. The 
whole process repeats constantly until the fluid friction, and imperfect elasticity of fluid and pipe 
wall, damp out the oscillation of pressure and velocity. In the final state the discharge is equal 
to zero, what results in hydrostatic pressure. 
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Figure 4: Wave propagation during water hammer 
2.4 Francis turbine 
Changes of energy prices of the electricity market are demanding hydro power plant operators 
to operate turbines inconsistently in comparison with traditional operation patterns. Previously, 
stable operating conditions were requesting design of the machines that will mostly operate 
close to the best efficiency point (BEP). An increased share of electricity from the renewable 
energy sources in electricity grid requires more flexible operation and therefore challenges 
hydraulic turbine manufacturers and power station operators. Francis turbines are, due to wide 
range of the implementation (head range from below 50 m to above 500 m) most widely spread 
regarding the head.  
Flexible operation requests frequent changes in the turbine discharge. Since Francis turbines 
have fixed blades, guide vanes are regulating the flow and there is a limited range of opening 
not causing pressure oscillations. Figure 5 is showing hill diagram of the high head Francis 
turbine, *η - also called BEP is showing discharge and turbine speed at the highest efficiency. 
(*Q - discharge at the BEP, *ω – speed at the BEP, η - efficiency). Rated output of the turbine 
is reached at approximately 100% guide vane opening and BEP. At low guide vane openings 
(part load operation) flow conditions in front of the turbine and in the draft tube can cause 
pressure fluctuations, this usually appears at about 30% guide vane opening and disappears 
at about 60% opening. Similar phenomenon can appear at about 135% guide vane opening 
i.e. during overload operation. Part load or overload caused pressure fluctuations are well 
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understood and can be controlled. Also, runners that can withstand 0-100% operation are 
developed. Therefore, operating conditions can include numerous starts/stops, low load or part 
load operation and frequency regulation (Neidhart, et al., 2017). 
 
Figure 5: Hill diagram of a high head Francis turbine (Brekke, 2000) 
Characteristics of the high head Francis turbines are usually that the discharge is decreasing 
when the rotational speed is increasing. This can be seen at Figure 5 if line of the constant 
guide vane opening is observed. Such behaviour of the turbine is positive for the stability and 
it can be said that the turbine has positive self-regulation. The effect is not so significant for a 
low head Francis turbine, and can also be negative as in case of Kaplan turbines. 
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3 METHODS FOR CONTROLLING TRANSIENTS 
To prevent pressure oscillations due to water hammer in hydraulic systems from exceeding 
values higher than maximal allowed pressure or close to the cavitation pressure, hydraulic 
conduits are often equipped with protection devices. Protection devices are capable to alter 
the characteristics of flow in the system by transforming the rapidly varying movement into a 
slow varying movement. Protection devices are affecting on the nature of the unsteady flow on 
the way that they (Mihail Popescu, 2003): 
• Mitigate or limit the peak pressure in conduit while keeping the rapidly varying character 
of flow 
• Mitigate or limit the peak pressure in conduit by transforming fast oscillations (water 
hammer) into slow ones (mass oscillations) in the entire system or at certain part of the 
system 
First group is represented by different types of valves, the valve by-pass ducts, inertia flywheel, 
etc. Surge tanks, the air cushion surge tanks and the one-way reservoirs are representing the 
second group. Mentioned devices are used alone or in combinations. 
3.1 Wave speed reduction and control of flow 
Flow change, velocity of wave propagation and head rise are in direct correlation with each 
other. Reduction of any of these variables lead to mitigation of transients in the system. 
Propagation of pressure waves depend on the elastic modulus of the pipe, geometry and liquid 
compressibility, as can be seen in equation (12). Mixing the water with air is widely used to 
increase compressibility of the water and that way reduce transits. Usually air-inlet valves are 
applied in low-pressure points of pipeline. Such point is for example entrance to a draft tube. 
The pressure below the atmospheric allows the air to enter, which reduces cavitation and 
transient oscillations related to wave propagation velocity in the draft tube. This method is also 
called bleeding in air (Wylie & Streeter, 1978). 
Instead of bleed-in, the air can also be trapped inside the pipe. G. Remenieras has developed, 
and in 1951 patented, a device that contains of a small flexible hose filled with air and sealed 
in at closely spaced sections, along the length of the pipe. Trapped air reduces bulk modulus 
of elasticity of correlation between water and the pipe (Wylie & Streeter, 1978). 
Deformations of the pipe during the internal pressure increase can also affect the velocity of 
the pressure wave. Noncircular pipe in general deforms under internal pressure into a more 
circular shape. The cross-sectional area per unit pressure change increases during pipe shape 
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transformation. This phenomenon significantly reduces velocity of the pressure wave (Wylie & 
Streeter, 1978). 
Flow control in the pipe system is mostly a task of different kind of valves. Beside flow control, 
relief valves or flow diverters are used to divert excess of flow during reduction of turbine 
discharge. Flow diverters must be installed in combination with energy dissipater to absorb 
surplus power in the penstock. Controlled and gradual closure of the diverter allows reduction 
of the flow in the penstock to the level of the turbine flow without additionally loading the system 
(Wylie & Streeter, 1978). Similar systems with pressure relief valves (PRV) in general can be 
used in four general operating modes described beneath: 
• Standard operation 
During operation of the power plant, PRV are used only as a safety device. It will allow a slower 
gradient of discharge in the penstock and that way mitigate a water hammer in case of sudden 
load change or emergency shut down.  
• Power control mode 
Total discharge through the plant can in this mode be controlled by opening of the PRV during 
the constant desired power generation. As explained in (Flemming, 2011, p. 5) “This mode 
allows to control the power generation of the plant by prescribing a desired fixed set point. At 
the same time the total flow rate through the plant can be increased and varied by means of 
opening or closing the PRV in parallel to the operating turbine.” It is important to mention that 
primary function of the PRV is safety, and the discharge should always allow the capacity for 
its primary function. In case of a connected system of hydropower plants such operating mode 
ensure additional water for the plants located downstream.  
• Flow control mode 
Water system, biological regulations or recreation, can demand prescribed and constant flow 
rate regardless the power production. PRV in flow control mode can compensate variations in 
discharge on turbines caused by load changes and ensure constant flow through the system, 
in certain limits. “There can be situations in which the flow rate needs to be prescribed and 
kept constant by a given set point regardless what power production is required by the turbine. 
In this mode the PRV needs to compensate for flow variations that result from load changes 
of the turbine.” (Flemming, 2011, p. 5). Safety function of the PRV during operation of the 
turbine needs to be maintained. 
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• Bypass operation 
This mode uses only the PRV to discharge water into the tailrace. Water for the downstream 
power plants can that way be ensured even though that turbine is at standstill. Ecological 
reasons can also demand such operation during outage phases of the turbine (Flemming, 
2011). 
 
Function and effect of pressure relief valves are further described in chapter 5.6. 
3.2 Surge tanks 
Pressure surges in the power water ways, caused by the manoeuvre mentioned in chapter 
one, will be reflected at free water surfaces. Surge tanks are taking advantage of this 
characteristic to prevent propagation of excessive pressure pulses into long tunnels. 
Reflections of the wave from the water surface with limited area and limited volume of 
waterbody are not total, therefore some manageable long period pressure oscillations will 
appear in rest of the system. In their basics, surge tanks are structures with free water surface, 
connected to the piping system. They can be designed in different forms with different 
connections to the pipeline. In general, their size is conditioned by maximal water rise by 
sufficient volume to avoid spilling, and by the minimal water lowering preventing any air 
entrance in the pressure tunnel. Also, in case of insufficient area of water surface, instability of 
the system because of mass oscillation can appear.  
The upper surge tanks at the Tonstad HPP can be characterized as surge tanks with upper 
and lower chambers, other basic types are described below. 
3.2.1 Shaft surge tank 
The simple surge tank has in most cases the shape of a cylindrical vertical shaft, therefore it 
is also called shaft surge tank SST. This type of surge tanks is the pioneer of today’s structures. 
It was built to prevent propagation of high pressure into long tailrace tunnels and to improve 
manoeuvring possibilities of the turbine. In case of high head or big discharge such shafts need 
to be very high with huge cross-sectional area to ensure sufficient area of water surface. Since 
such dimensions would cause huge excavations and therefore big costs, surge tanks are 
redesigned. However, SST can still be used, mostly in cases when their purpose is not only 
handling with fluid transients. Example are brook intakes at the Tonstad HPP which have 
positive influence on mass oscillations in the headrace tunnel. Access tunnels in case that they 
are built close to the powerhouse are often used as lower surge tanks. In case of brook intakes 
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or access tunnels usually as inclined shafts, which have positive influences on mass 
oscillations. Inclinations of shafts are causing that area of water surface to increase and it is 
known from Thoma´s stability criteria that area of water surface is the main condition for 
stability of surge tank. 
3.2.2 Differential surge tank 
In the early stages of the 20th century various new designs of surge tanks were developed with 
intention to improve hydraulic systems and to allow more flexible operation of hydropower 
plants. Also, to lower costs by saving excavation volume, Raymond D. Johnson implemented 
idea of surge tank that has throttle between main riser and pressure tunnel and additional quick 
riser directly connected to the pressure tunnel. Such connection ensures a quick pressure 
response in the surge tank after flow regulation at the machine or gate. Fast changes of water 
levels in the quick riser provides quick acceleration or deceleration of the water mass in the 
pressure tunnel. The stability criterion is secured with main riser, since the sum of the section 
area of all risers needs to be sufficient. Example of a Johnson surge tank from Austrian PSP 
shown at Figure 6 contains small riser shaft with the gate inside, that can react quickly to the 
pressure and discharge changes in the penstock. Quick response is optimizing mass 
oscillations in the system and is beneficial in case of water hammer (Richter, et al., 2018). 
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Figure 6: Example of a Johnson surge tank at a flexible pumped-storage scheme (Richter, et al., 2018) 
3.2.3 Throttled surge tank 
The damping of the pressure oscillation depends on the dissipation of energy and losses during 
fluid transport in the system. However, increased friction in the tunnels is causing decrease in 
energy production. Therefore, it is reasonable to increase damping exclusively in case of 
oscillations in the system. This can be done with inducing local energy loss at the entrance to 
the surge tank. Such energy losses are usually achieved with contraction or different kinds of 
throttles. Local energy losses are causing lower amplitude of oscillation and therefore 
demanding lower surge chambers. For such surge tank, pressures below the throttle should 
not be assumed equal to the water level in surge tank in case that flow in the surge tank is not 
equal to zero. Connections between these two pressures can be written with Bernoulli 
equation. Throttles can also cause negative effect in manner of worsening of the conditions for 
the turbine regulation. Also, high damping can cause that part of pressure wave travels further 
in the headrace tunnel (Ivetić, 1996). 
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3.2.4 Surge tanks with compressed air chamber 
Air cushion surge chambers are common devices used in the hydraulic systems for the 
mitigation of the fluid transients. The device is particularly used to prevent adverse effects of a 
pump stoppage for water transmission pipes. Cost of excavation and sealing of the rock with 
additional compressors installation because of air supply and monitoring system can reach 
high values therefore air cushion surge chambers are suitable on locations with solid rock 
without fissures and with low risk of ground movement. 
In case of pumped-storage plants, air chamber may be integrated upstream of the units and 
as near as is practicable. Between the main water conduit from the pump and air chamber it is 
recommended to fit check valve. Another option is also the non-return valve in combination 
with bypass pipe. In that case flow through bypass line should induce higher head loss, which 
can be reached with smaller diameter. Higher head losses during the return flow are desirable 
to increase the damping of the pressure fluctuations and to control the peak pressure 
generated with bringing to the rest of the reversing water column. A throttling effect can also 
be reached with an orifice that is ensuring minimal losses during outflow. 
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4 COMPUTER CODE LVTRANS 
The numerical model of the Tonstad HPP is made in the 1D numerical software called 
LabVIEW Transient Pipe Analysis (LVTrans). This is an open source program based on 
Laboratory Virtual Instrument Workbench (LabVIEW) which uses graphical programming 
language G to simulate virtual instrument, imitating physical elements. LabVIEW allows 
engineers to focus on the engineering problem while other issues are solved by software and 
hardware developers. LVTrans has wider usage area in hydraulic piping systems, but is 
particularly useful for transient simulation of hydropower plants with high heads. The program 
contains all the necessary elements for building the hydropower plant including surge tanks, 
turbines (Francis and Pelton) and controllers. In the last ten years the program has been used 
exclusively on hydropower plants and is the main simulation software used by a leading turbine 
governor provider in Norway. 
Simulations in LVTrans are based on the 1D approach and water flow equations are solved 
numerically with help of the MOC. By creating a new model, two LabVIEW files are created 
and both are used during the simulations. One of the files, as showed in Figure 7 is used to 
control the simulation. The file allows to control the speed and resolution of the simulation as 
well as to start, pause or stop the simulation. 
 
Figure 7: Window for simulation control 
The second file is used for building the hydraulic model, which is built in window named Block 
Diagram, showed on Figure 8, using the nodes that are representing the crucial parts of the 
power plant: 
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• Upper reservoirs 
 
• Pipe 
 
• Brook intake 
 
• Different types of surge tanks 
 
• Francis turbine 
 
• Different types of PID controllers 
 
• Lower reservoir 
 
 
Figure 8: Block diagram window, with simple model 
The program has some requirements for the sequence of the nodes. For example, a node that 
is representing the turbine needs to be connected to the node that represents a PID controller. 
Also, a pipe node should appear between all elements with expected water flow. Every node 
must have a name, which connects the node to the required data. For each node one text file 
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is created, that contains required data. The required data depends on the type of the node. 
During the simulations, the control window for each node can be edited and the output data 
can be visualized in a graph and logged. Also, some input data can be changed during the 
simulation. 
4.1 Friction losses 
Input data for LVTrans is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor or the surface roughness. In case 
of inserting the surface roughness, the software calculates the friction factor according to the 
Moody diagram. The entry data for all simulations in this thesis is Darcy-Weisbach friction 
factor. Values of this factor are showed and explained in chapter 6.1 Steady state calibration. 
4.2 Local losses 
Local losses inserted in model are calculated with equation from LVTrans Manual.  
Cv=
𝐴2∗𝑔
𝜉
 
Where:  
 Cv = local loss coefficient, entry data for LVTrans [-] 
 A = cross-sectional area of constriction [m2] 
 g = gravitational acceleration [m/s2] 
 ξ = coefficient of entry loss [-] 
Higher loss coefficient Cv is resulting with lower head loss and vice versa. 
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5 TONSTAD HPP 
Tonstad power station is a part of the Sira-Kvina 
hydropower scheme showed in Figure 9. A series 
of reservoirs were built on the rivers Sira and 
Kvina in the south of Norway. This is one of the 
most impressive hydropower schemes in Norway 
representing three power stations on river Kvina 
before it joins to the Sira river with the largest 
power plant Tonstad. On the river Sira there are 
two power stations upstream the Kvina and two 
more downstream the confluence of those two 
rivers. Together, power stations inside the Sira-
Kvina scheme have installed capacity of 
1760 MW and annual production of approximately 
6.3 TWh, which represents significant proportion 
of Norwegian hydropower capacity (Møller, 2009). 
Not only is this a power plant with biggest capacity 
in the Sira-Kvina Hydropower Company, Tonstad 
HPP was also first planned to be build. Two 
Francis turbines produced first electricity in 
Tonstad back in 1968, two years later two 
additional units were installed, making Tonstad 
the largest Norwegian power station at the time 
with capacity of 640 MW and annual production 
of 3.6 TWh. Fifth and biggest turbine with 
capacity of 320 MW, was added in 1988 with its own pressure shaft and lower and upper surge 
tank with sand trap. Some of the reasons for adding the fifth unit were also reduction of flood 
losses and supply of more effect. 
Tonstad HPP was, until deregulation in power market, in 1991 mainly operating as a base load 
power plant. After this change and 320 MW upgrade of the power plant, it started to cover the 
peak demand. Vereide et al. (2017) explains that nowadays power plant supply frequency 
restoration reserves (FRR) to the national transmission system operator Statnett. This means 
that power plant is ensuring active power reserves available to restore system frequency to 
the nominal frequency and to restore power balance in synchronous area consisting of more 
than one load-frequency control area to the scheduled value (Glowacki, 2018). 
Figure 9: Basin of Sira and Kvina with marked dams 
and power stations (Møller, 2009) 
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5.1 Water reservoirs 
Three main reservoirs of Tonstad 
HPP are the upper ones, 
Ousdallsvann and Homstølvann, 
and the lower one, Sirdalsvann. 
Rock-fill dams with impermeable 
moraine core create all tree 
reservoirs. Ousdalsvann dam is 
21 m high with crest length of 295 m. 
It has volume of 12 million m3 and is 
further connected to the 
Tjørhomvann via a diversion tunnel. 
Homstol dam is 50 m high with crest 
length of 160 m. Dam allowed an 
increase of the water level in existing 
lake for 25 m (Møller, 2009). 
5.2 Tunnels 
The waterway system of Tonstad 
HPP is, due to high quality rock, build 
with drill and blast method without 
lining. Concrete lining is provided in 
sections with weak rock or 
discontinuities. An approximately 16 km long tunnel from Ousdalsvann, with cross-sectional 
area of 65 m2 and approximately 7.5 km long tunnel from Homstølvann, with cross-sectional 
area of 57 m2, are at the Jonsdal juncture merging into almost 4.2 km long tunnel with cross-
sectional area of 100 m2. Latter one is dividing into three branches leading to three surge tanks 
and later penstocks. Cross-sectional shape of the tunnels is not circular, inverts of the tunnels 
are left flat, as can be seen in Figure 11, because of the mechanisation and material transport. 
Lining of the penstocks is made of heat-treated fine grain steel. Penstock 1 (serve units 1 and 
2) and penstock 2 (serve units 3 and 4) are same, approximately 550 m long with cross section 
more than 10 m2. Penstock 3 has same length as first two and cross-sectional area of 18 m2, 
although design discharge of first two is 85 m3/s and third one 80 m3/s. Downstream the draft 
tubes are placed two lower surge tanks and approximately 900 m of tailrace tunnels with cross-
sectional shape similar to the headrace ones. 
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Figure 10: Scheme of reservoirs, tunnels and brook intakes at 
Tonstad HPP (https://www.google.de/maps) 
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Figure 11: Examples of headrace tunnel cross section, penstock 1 and penstock 3 cross section, dimensions of 
penstocks are in milimeters (source: Sira-Kvina Power Company) 
5.3 Surge tanks 
Tonstad HPP has three upper surge tanks and three lower ones. Lower surge tanks 1 (units 1 
and 2) and 2 (units 3 and 4) are connected with upper chamber, therefore in some literature 
they are considered as one surge tank. Lower surge tanks are vertical shafts with upper 
chambers, placed downstream the draft tubes. The biggest influence on transient 
phenomenon, which this thesis is dealing with, have the upper surge tanks. Therefore, they 
will be described in more detail. Naming of the upper surge tanks is in analogy with naming of 
the lower ones and penstocks.  
5.3.1 Surge tank 1 and surge tank 2 
Surge tanks 1 and 2 are vertical shafts with upper and lower chambers. Dimensions and 
shapes of these two surge tanks are the same and can be seen in Figure 12. Lower chambers, 
orthogonal to the direction of tunnel, are 20 m long and 8 m wide, they are showed with the 
dashed line at the Figure 13. Their purpose is providing sufficient water mass during start-up 
of the turbines and preventing to low water level in the surge tank. Therefore, they are also 
called start-up chambers. Cross-sectional area of vertical shafts is approximately 35 m2. Shape 
of shafts can be seen in Figure 12. Additionally, there are visible struts for manoeuvring with 
gates between the surge tank and sand trap, two aeration pipes and inspection ladders that 
are shown as circles (Sterner, 2018). Throttle in shape of entrance narrowed from 7 m to 2.3 m 
with a height of 9 m is built between shafts and upper chambers. Top view of the upper 
chambers can be seen in Figure 14. Surge tanks 1 and 2 are connected with two tunnels that 
are connecting shafts and one tunnel that is connecting upper chambers. 
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Figure 12: Cross-sectional view of surge tanks 1 and 2, dimensions are in cm (source: Sira-Kvina Power Company) 
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Figure 13: Top view of the surge tanks 1 and 2 lower chambers and connections to the sand traps (source: Sira-
Kvina Power Company) 
 
Figure 14: Top view of the upper chambers of the surge tanks 1 and 2 (source: Sira-Kvina Power Company) 
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5.3.2 Surge tank 3 
Unit 3 is connected to a separate penstock with pressurized sand trap and surge tank. Surge 
tank 3, showed in Figure 15, also includes upper chamber, vertical shaft and lower chamber 
which is actually just widening of the tunnel to surface area of about 500 m2, in the last 50 m 
before the gates. Such construction of lower chamber makes it to work as a sand trap in front 
of the sand trap. Deposition of material in area of chamber is not beneficial since its removal 
requires emptying of the headrace tunnel (Vereide, 2017). The main shaft has a rectangular 
cross section with area of approximately 24 m2 and it reaches from 462 m a.s.l. to the upper 
chamber at 516 m a.s.l. Shape of upper chamber can be seen in Figure 15, it has effective 
area of approximately 1350 m2. Similar to surge tanks 1 and 2, there are throttles in shape of 
narrowed entrances to the upper chambers. Vertical shafts include, similar to the ones in surge 
tanks 1 and 2, aeration pipes, inspection ladders and struts for manoeuvring with gates 
downstream the surge tank. All surge tanks are constructed without lining, except entrance to 
the sand traps, where the gates are located. These sections are lined with concrete. 
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Figure 15: Cross-sectional view of surge tank 3, and top view of upper chamber (source: Sira-Kvina Power 
Company) 
5.4 Sand traps 
“The sand trap is a structural component in hydropower plants that limits the amount of stones, 
sand and finer particles (sediments) that are transported through the turbines.” (Vereide, 2017, 
p. 1). Sand traps are built on the upstream entrance or downstream of the headrace tunnel 
closer to the turbine. Pressurized sand traps constructed downstream of the headrace tunnel 
are capturing not only particles that are brought with water flow from the reservoir and all brook 
intakes, but also the material that water can mobilize in headrace tunnel. In Norway, where 
rock quality allows the construction of tunnels without lining and crushed rock is often used for 
Upper chamber 
Lower chamber 
Tunnel 
Shaft 
Sand trap 
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construction of access roads in the tunnels, such sand traps are allowing that after construction 
of the tunnels all the material can be left in place. In case of long tunnels this can be very cost-
efficient, since there is no need for cleaning the tunnel invert putting the concrete or asphalt 
lining on the invert. Also, in case of pressurized sand trap downstream of the headrace tunnel, 
sediments in tunnel can transfer from suspended load to bed load which results in faster 
sedimentation in the sand trap (Vereide, 2017). 
Efficiency between pressurized sand trap and the free surface sand trap may differ no matter 
the similarity in cross section. Reason for this are different flow velocity profiles in those sand 
traps. In case of free surface flow, velocity is highest near to the surface and decreases toward 
the bottom, unlike the pressurized flow in the pipe where velocity is highest in the centre of the 
flow. Such flow velocity profile in combination with large wetted perimeter may induce 
unfavourable turbulence in the flow, especially in case of unlined tunnel. For the same reason 
such traps can induce higher head loss on the entrance. However, velocity of the flow is the 
main parameter that affects efficiency of the sand trap (Vereide, 2017). 
 
Figure 16: Scheme of Tonstad HPP with three pressurized sand traps (Vereide, 2015) 
The location of the sand traps at Tonstad HPP, as can be seen in Figure 16, is right above 
steel lined penstocks to prevent sediment transport in them. To avoid influences of mass 
oscillations on the flow characteristics, the sand traps are placed downstream of the surge 
tanks. This setup allows closing of the gates between the surge tank and the sand trap in case 
of emptying of the sand trap or inspection of the pressure shaft and turbine and avoids draining 
the entire headrace system (Vereide, 2017). 
The switch from base load power plant and the installation of additional 320 MW unit caused 
significant increase of sediments in tailrace tunnels of Tonstad HPP. Increased head loss due 
to higher discharge in combination with the mass oscillations caused situations with free 
surface flow in sand traps. This resulted in flushing of material into the turbines. Similar issues 
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happened during filling operation after a routine inspection. To prevent free water surface, 
restrictions on turbine load during low water level in reservoirs were adopted. Maximum output 
power is limited with water level in the surge tanks. 
5.5 Turbines 
Tonstad HPP includes 5 Francis turbines, 4 of them are identical in pairs by two penstocks. 
The fifth unit, with output power twice as high as the units 1-4, has a separate penstock. The 
spiral cases of all units are equipped with pressure relief valves (PRV). Parameters of units 
are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Turbine specifications 
Turbine Turbines 1-4 Turbine 5 Σ 
Type Vertical Francis Vertical Francis  
Rated speed [RPM] 375 300  
Design head [m] 450 450  
Design discharge [m3/s] 42.5 each 80 250 
Nominal capacity [MW] 160 each 320  960 
5.6 Pressure relief valves (PRV) 
The surge tanks are very robust and reliable structures in terms of preventing the water 
hammer propagation in the water conveyance system. However, there still remains significant 
water hammer load in the penstock, the closure time of the turbines also depends of the 
penstock length because of the time period (t = 2L/a) in which wave arrives back to the valve 
or guide vanes. In case of the penstocks for Tonstad HPP the length is 575 m and 660 m. 
Where classical water hammer control devices are not feasible or not economically acceptable 
due to certain requirements, the energy dissipation system (EDS) is commonly installed.  
The EDS at Tonstad HPP, as shown in Figure 17, consists of PRV connected to the spiral 
case and dissipation chamber also called stilling chamber. During flow through the PRV, water 
reaches high velocity. High kinetic energy of the water jet exiting the valve is dissipated in the 
stilling chamber. It is important that flow coming into the tailrace, or in this case in draft tube, 
is smooth without excessive turbulence not endangering the pipes downstream. 
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Figure 17: Energy dissipation system on turbines 1 to 4 (source: Sira-Kvina Power Company) 
The valve, due to its role to mitigate the pressure surge caused by transients, controls the 
water flow through the EDS. The operation of the PRV is mechanically coupled with operation 
of the turbine´s guide vanes. This specific mechanism is explained based on the similar system 
from one of the turbine producers. The PRV of turbine 5 with servomotor is showed in cross-
sectional view on Figure 18. 
During the fast closure of the guide vanes, the oil flows into the distributor servomotor closing 
chamber, that chamber is over a sequence valve connected to opening chamber in PRV and 
HPU (hydraulic power unit) control unit. The oil quantity, which comes from the HPU control 
unit through the sequence valve, is not sufficient, therefore, oil pressure in the pipe connecting 
sequence valve, guide vanes servomotor and the PRV servomotor opening chamber will 
decrease. The closing chamber of the PRV´s servomotor is directly connected with the spiral 
case or valve inlet pipe. At a certain point the oil pressure in opening chamber and water 
pressure in closing chamber of the PRV servomotors will reach their balance. Force of water 
servomotor will discharge the oil from PRV´s oil servomotor into the closing chamber of the 
distributor´s servomotor. That way the closure of guide vanes and the opening of PRV can 
happen simultaneously. The water discharge in the penstock remains constant during the 
manoeuvre because the increase of the discharge through the PRV is equal to reduction of 
discharge through the guide vanes (Gale et al., 2014).  
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Figure 18: Turbine 5 pressure relief valve (source: Sira-Kvina Power Company) 
Guide vanes closure during fast stop is rapid until the cushioning point, marked with “C” in 
Figure 19. Opening of the PRV in this period follows, however, pressure and turbine velocity 
increase is visible. After cushioning point, servomotor of guide vanes closes slower to zero 
discharge. After few seconds, system oil is closing the PRV with proposed closing time. 
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Water flow 
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Figure 19: Fast closure of turbine 5 (source: Sira-Kvina Power Company) 
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6 CALIBRATION 
In favour of the reliability of the model and correct interpretation of the results, the calibration 
is an important part of the numerical modelling process. Calibration is done in several steps, 
to calibrate separate parts of the numerical model: 
• Steady state calibration 
• Calibration of turbine closure in 160 seconds 
• PRV calibration 
6.1 Steady state calibration 
Most data used for building of the numerical model was provided by the power company. In 
case of the unlined tunnels built by the drill and blast method, actual roughness, cross-sectional 
shape and area may vary from the ones in the drawings. In case of the system with long 
waterways like Tonstad HPP, mentioned characteristics have significant influence on the 
results. Therefore, the first step was to calibrate the losses during the operation. The operation 
of the system is presented in Figure 20 by the output power of three turbines, the remaining 
two turbines were out of operation in this case. The figure compares the measured data from 
the power plant with the logged ones from the simulation.  
 
Figure 20: Turbines output power during calibration 
The boundary conditions related to water level in reservoirs are in Figure 21 compared with 
highest and lowest regulated water levels. Creek intakes inflow was for this case set to zero. 
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Figure 21: Water levels, steady state calibration 
The results of the simulation with initial data are showing that the water level in the upper surge 
tank is higher than the measured one. Water levels in all three upper surge tanks are similar, 
therefore Figure 22 is showing the surge tank 1. During the constant power output, the model 
is showing approximately 0.5 m higher water level in surge tank compared to the 
measurements. The cause of this result is expected to be due to the complex transient head 
losses in the power water way and the effect of the brook intakes. Local head losses are 
expected to have minor influence regarding to the length of the waterways, also they are hard 
to be estimated correctly. Therefore, it is decided to increase the roughness in the tunnels 
upstream of the surge tanks for the simulation to be on the safe side. 
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Figure 22: Water level in upper surge tank 1, steady state calibration, initial data 
Friction coefficients are changed in two steps, as Figure 23 is showing. In a first step the friction 
in all tunnels is increased. Tunnels with initially high coefficient are in a second step set back 
to initial values. Number under each group of coefficients in the chart is showing summed 
length of tunnels with the certain coefficient. 
 
Figure 23: Friction coefficient calibration 
The reason for the coefficient decreases for some parts in the second step is the lower water 
level than measured in the first part of Figure 24. However, Friction 3 is showing higher water 
level in the last part of the chart. Since Friction 2 is giving the best results in the last part of the 
simulation, where corresponding of the simulated output power with measured one is closest, 
characteristics from that simulation are taken for further simulations. In addition, because of 
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new informations about steel quality, friction coefficient of penstocks and other steel pipes are 
increased. Smaller lengths of steel pipes in comparison with unlined tunnels and lower 
differences between new and initial data caused that this change did not create a significant 
influence on head losses. 
 
Figure 24: Steady state calibration, results 
In this part of the calibration, high deviations in the peaks are not impacted, neither the mass 
oscillations nor the damping time of the system. Still, lower water level in the surge tank during 
constant power is causing also lower water level during upswing. The effect is not visible at 
the local minimums, they remain to be at the same level as for the initial data. 
6.2 Calibration of turbine closure in 160 seconds 
The behaviour of the system during constant power output is not relevant to evaluate the 
accuracy of the numerical model during transient events. The water pressure fluctuations 
caused by changes in the discharge are resulting in more complex behaviour in waterways 
than during constant flow. Therefore, incidents with high reduction of turbine load, recorded at 
11th of July 2013, are used to calibrate the features of the system to show the influence on 
peak water levels and oscillations in the surge tanks. For that events, there are water levels 
for three main reservoirs logged every hour, fluctuations of water levels in reservoirs are for 
treated period inside 10 cm. The calibration is made with average values of water levels 
showed in Figure 25. There is no data available of inflow of the creek intakes for the 
investigated period, however, based on the water levels in the surge tanks during steady state 
operation, it is put to zero. 
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Figure 25: Water levels, closure calibration 
The shutdown procedure used for this calibration consists of closing of two turbines, while the 
remaining three turbines are out of operation. The two steps in Figure 26 are showing the 
shutdown of turbine 4 from 146.5 MW in approximately 160 seconds. After 1250 seconds, the 
shutdown of turbine 1 from 156.5 MW in approximately 160 seconds follows. The pressure 
relief valves are used in incidents with faster shutdown and are not activated during this 
manoeuvre. 
 
Figure 26: Turbines output power during closure calibration 
The initial data with calibrated friction coefficients is used as starting points for this part of the 
calibration. Figure 27 shows that there are high deviations between simulated and measured 
data. First peaks after discharge reduction on both turbines are approximately 3 m higher than 
they supposed to be. The damping of the water oscillations in the real system is significantly 
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higher than in the model. About 1h after the second turbine is closed, the measured data are 
showing amplitudes of water amplitude below 20 cm, at the same time simulation is showing 
amplitude of more than 2 m. 
 
Figure 27: Water level in upper surge tank 1, closure calibration, initial data 
The focus of this calibration is about the highest peaks after the closure, as close 
approximation to the water hammer. Further effort is put into the lowering of those. During fast 
closure, when the PRVs will have a significant role, high pressure can also occur with delay 
when the discharge through the PRVs will also be decreased. 
The following pages are describing the changes in the model that are gradually done to 
improve the model and move simulation results closer to the data measured on the real power 
plant. The basis for the calibration is the model with calibrated friction, and all the other 
changes mentioned in Table 2. 
Table 2: Closure calibration steps  
Data set Description 
Initial data Initial data with calibrated friction 
Sim. 2 Increased coefficient of the singular losses on the entrance of the upper 
surge tanks 
Sim. 3 Increased dimensions of upper surge tanks 
Sim. 4 Added brook intake Marevatn with orifice in the pipe 
Sim. 5 Decreased cross-sectional area of the tunnels and brook intakes 
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6.2.1 Simulation 2 – Increased coefficient of the singular losses on the entrance of the 
upper surge thanks 
The drawings of the surge tanks are showing concrete constrictions at the gates between 
upper surge tanks and the pressurized sand traps. Constrictions are causing a concentrated 
jet flow into the sand traps, causing some singular losses due to narrowing and subsequent 
widening of the waterway. Part of the concrete construction are also narrowing connections 
between lower chamber and vertical shaft of the surge tanks. Local loss that describe those 
constructions on the bottom of every upper surge tank is assumed to be the same for both flow 
directions. Initial Cv coefficient is set to 100 000 [-] for all surge tanks and it gives head loss of 
approximately 3 cm at discharge of 80 m3/s. Higher loss is reached with lowering of the Cv to 
10 000 [-], which gives head loss of 0.3 m at discharge of 80m3/s. New coefficients are 
assumed since calculation of them would take more time and accuracy would still be 
questionable. 
 
Figure 28: Water level in upper surge tank 1, closure calibration, added local losses 
Small changes in water level during upswing and downswing, and almost no change in system 
damping in Figure 28 are confirming that local losses are not characteristics which can 
significantly improve this system. Results are showing a decrease of the highest peak for 
approximately 0.8 m, which is a positive effect. The delay of every next swing for 25 s and 
more is obvious at the last part of the graph and does not improve the essential points.  
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6.2.2 Simulation 3 – Increased dimensions of the surge tanks 
Initial dimensions of the surge tanks are taken from construction plans. However, 
characteristics of the material in which tanks are built and the drill and blast method of 
excavation are reasons to doubt in the real excavated dimensions. Increased dimensions used 
for this simulation are based on additional drawing of the surge tank 3 where dimensions are 
much higher than the initial ones. The dimensions of the surge tanks 1 and 2 are calculated, 
so that changes in percentage is the same as changes in surge tank 3. Comparison of initial 
and increased dimensions of the surge tanks is shown in Figure 29. 
 
Figure 29: Closure calibration, dimensions of the surge tanks 
The dimensions of chambers during an oscillation event, like the one used for calibration, do 
not have influence on the highest water level in the surge tanks, also not on the mass 
oscilations. In the results from the previous simulations can be seen that the water level does 
not reach the upper chamber and is always higher as the lower chamber. Despite those facts, 
chambers are increased in favour of data consistency and it is expected that upper chambers 
will have an influence during faster closure when water hammer will cause higher water levels 
in the surge tanks. A major impact on the results during this calibration have the vertical shafts. 
In surge tanks 1 and 2 the cross-sectional area of the shafts are increased from 35 m2 to 
130 m2 and in surge tank 3 from 30 m2 to 112 m2, which is aproximatelly 375 % and is done 
for study reasons only. 
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Figure 30: Water level in upper surge tank 1, closure calibration, increased surge tanks 
Drastic changes in the dimensions of the surge tanks cause obvious differences in the peaks, 
as seen in Figure 30. Larger vertical shafts caused lowering of the water level during first 
upswing after every closure. Water levels are lower as the measured ones, and a time delay 
of every swing are showing that new dimensions are not realistic and should be decreased. 
Also, a damping of the system especially for the first 500 seconds after first peak, is not 
corresponding with measured data and need to be improved with some additional measures. 
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6.2.3 Simulation 4 - Added brook intake Marevatn 
Tonstad HPP is taking water from two main reservoirs and many small brook intakes that are 
acting like surge tanks. Figure 31 is showing brook intake Førevatn that is included in the 
numerical model of the power plant and tree additional intakes connected to the tunnel from 
Førevatn. Those additional tunnels are neglected in initial model. Because of unsatisfying 
results from previous simulations, it is decided to add neglected brook intakes. The surge tanks 
enlargement from Simulation 3 is not included in this simulation. 
 
Figure 31: Waterways added in Simulation 4 (source: Sira-Kvina Power Company) 
The brook intake tunnel towards the Marevatn also includes a throttle as shown in Figure 32. 
The throttle is positioned approximately 68 m upstream from the connection of Åsmudvatn 
intake, at elevation of 459 m a.s.l. and is executed as constriction to pipe with diameter of 
80 cm on 170 cm long section with lower head loss during positive flow and higher head loss 
during negative flow. In the numerical model this throttle is presented as constriction between 
two pipes with same diameter. Local losses inserted in model are calculated as described in 
chapter 4.2. For positive flow ξ is used 0.25 [-] and result is Cvp = 9.81 [-], while for negative 
flow used ξ is 1.2 [-] which results with Cvm = 2.04 [-]. As it was explained above, lower 
coefficient Cv is resulting higher head loss. 
Legend: 
Tunnels in initial data 
Tunnels added in Simulation 
Marevatn 
Åsmundvatn 
Stigansåni 
Headrace tunnel to Tonstad HPP 
Førevatn 
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Figure 32: Cross section of throttle at Marevatn tunnel (source: Sira-Kvina Power Company) 
In first simulations with the added Marevatn intake, the initial data with calibrated friction is 
used. The additional surge tank, which is how brook intake acts, has a positive influence on 
lowering of the highest peaks in Figure 33, similar to previous measure, only without time shift 
of the peaks. An additional positive influence that can be seen in this step is improved damping. 
Biggest influence is evident in the last part of the chart, which is not so important for this 
calibration. However, improvement can be seen also in first few peaks after the closure. 
 
Figure 33: Water level in upper surge tank 1, closure calibration, added Marevatn 
The Marevatn tunnel system affects positively, with additional intakes and throttle, the highest 
and lowest peaks as well as the damping of the system. Therefore, these changes will be kept 
for further analysis. 
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6.2.4 Simulation 5 – Decreased cross-sectional area of the tunnels and brook intakes 
As mentioned above, there are possible deviations of the dimensions of the waterways 
between the drawings and the final construction. Because damping of the system is not 
sufficient and the main reason for that are probably major head losses, it is decided to increase 
them. It is believed that friction coefficients of tunnels are already as high as possible, 
therefore, the next step is to check a decrease of the cross-sectional area of the tunnels. At 
the same time the cross-sectional areas of the brook intakes are also decreased. Effective 
cross-sectional area of inclined brook intake shafts is due to inclination larger than the cross-
sectional area orthogonal to the axis of the tunnel. In the initial data, the effective cross-
sectional area is calculated as circle with effective diameter equal to horizontal one in direction 
of inclination. For this simulation, an effective area is calculated as an ellipse with major axis 
equal to previous effective diameter and minor axis equal to the diameter orthogonal to the 
tunnel axis. Changes of dimensions in the brook intakes may have negative influence on the 
highest and lowest peaks during upswing and downswing. To prevent such influence, 
dimensions of surge tank 3 are increased to the ones from Simulation 3. It is noticed that in 
Simulation 3 peaks were even lower than measured ones, therefore surge tanks 1 and 2 are 
this time the same as for initial data, enlarged is only surge tank 3. 
Cross-sectional area of the tunnels upstream the surge tanks is for this simulation decreased 
to between 86 and 95 % of initial value and effective area of the brook intakes is decreased to 
approximately 84 % of initial value. Data used for narrowing of the tunnels are provided as 
results of calibration from Sira-Kvina power company 
 
Figure 34: Water level in upper surge tank 1, closure calibration, decreased cross-sectional area of the tunnels and 
brook intakes 
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The deviation between the simulation results and measured data in highest peaks on Figure 
34 is a few ten centimetres, which is acceptable. Similar is with later amplitudes during 
outswing. These results are the closest ones to the measured data, besides, this model 
includes most of the brook intakes and friction and area of the tunnels are based on the 
calibrated values. For those reasons, and because further improvement of the model would 
request thorough changes in the cross sections of the tunnels, surge tanks dimensions and 
maybe even singular losses, which would bring minor difference to the results but take a lot of 
effort, it is decided that this data set is appropriate for further analysis. Since the simulation 
amplitudes are still above the measured ones its on the safe side, thus sufficient for calibration. 
6.3 PRV calibration 
The calibration of the pressure relief valves is done by measurements that are showing the 
opening of the guide vanes and the closing of the PRV in time dependency during fast closure. 
Sira-Kvina Power Company provided measurements for the both types of turbines that are 
appearing in the power plant. Figure 19, in chapter 5.6, is showing an example for one of the 
turbines. Measurements in the following charts are extracted from these figures. The 
measurements are showing multiple series of the data, however, exported are only data about 
the PRV and guide vanes opening, as well as the pressures in the spiral case of the turbine. 
6.3.1 Turbines No. 1 to No. 4 calibration 
Figure 19 shows cooperation of the GVO with PRV and behaviour of the turbine at the 
prototype, in following figures similar behaviour will try to be achieved at the model. Turbines 
No. 1 to No. 4 have same characteristics, as well as their PRVs, therefore Figure 36 to Figure 
38 are representing each one of them. The closure of the guide vanes at these turbines take 
approximately 7 s, with very fast reduction in first 2 – 3 s. The software allows the insertion of 
closing speed with two closure times, the slow one and fast one, as well as a switch between 
them. The slow closure, the fast closure and the switch are showed in Figure 35. The switch 
point is given in shape of kappa opening when the speed should change. 
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Figure 35: Steps of the guide vane closure 
In initial data kappa change is 0.3, closure times are 3.2 s in first part and 20 s in final part. 
The opening and the closure of the PRVs are set with one opening time and one closure time 
setting. The measurements for the turbine No. 1 do not show the closure of the PRV, therefore 
the closure time is calculated in the way that the coefficient between the opening of the valve 
No. 1 and the valve No. 5 is multiplied with closure time of valve No. 5. 
The results in the Figure 36 are showing that the simulated pressure in the spiral case are a 
few meters higher than the measured one, which is acceptable. However, theoretical discharge 
without considering singular loss in the PRV is approximately 30 m3/s. The simulations with 
initial settings of the PRV is showing a discharge of almost 40 m3/s. The deviation from 
theoretical value, which is even lower if head losses are considered, is too high and changes 
about PRV specifications need to be made in next steps. 
 
Fast closure 
Slow closure 
Kappa switch 
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Figure 36: Calibration of the turbine No. 1, with PRV, initial data 
In second data set, named simulation 21, the singular loss in the PRV is increased to the value 
showed in Table 3. The guide vanes closing (GVC) time in high speed closure section is 
decreased to prevent the pressure drop at the start of the manoeuvre. 
Table 3: PRV and PID parameters calibration, turbines No. 1 to 4 
Data set PRV Cv 
[-] 
PRV opening 
time 
[s] 
GVC time, 
fast 
[s] 
GVC time, 
slow 
[s] 
Kappa 
change 
[-] 
Initial data 10000 1.5 3 16.5 0.3 
Simulation 21 1 1.5 2 16.5 0.3 
Simulation 22 0.6 1.8 3 16 0.4 
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Figure 37: Calibration of the turbines No. 1 to 4, with PRV, simulation 21 
The fast closure of the guide vanes at the beginning (Figure 37) and the increased singular 
loss in the PRV eliminates the pressure drop and moves the peak ahead of the measured. The 
discharge through the PRV is decreased, however, because there is head loss in the valve, 
the discharge must be decreased even more. 
An additional decrease of the discharge in simulation 22 is reached with a higher head loss of 
the valve as can be seen in Table 3. It is expected that a higher head loss in the PRV will 
increase pressure in the spiral case, therefore the closing time of the guide vanes is increased 
and switched from fast closing to slow closing is set to 40% of the GVO. The opening time of 
the PRV is increased to prevent pressure drop at the beginning of the manoeuvre. Low speed 
closure time of the guide vanes is decreased so overall closure time remains the same despite 
that the switch between fast closure and slow closure happens earlier. 
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Figure 38: Calibration of the turbine No.1, with PRV, simulation 22 
The mentioned changes in the model resulted that the simulated pressure in Figure 38 is a few 
meters higher than the measured one, which is acceptable and will be taken in consideration 
during further simulations. The discharge in the PRV is well below the 30 m3/s and is 
considered as a possible and meaningful value. For these reasons parameters from simulation 
22 will be used in further simulations. 
6.3.2 Turbine No. 5 calibration 
The closure of the guide vanes in case of turbine No. 5 have a similar form as the closure of 
the smaller turbines at Tonstad HPP, with fast closure in first part and slower closure in last 
part when opening is already below 10 %. The quick closure time for simulation in Figure 39 is 
3.6 s and the slow speed closure time is 137.7 s. The switch point between the fast closure 
and slow closure is at kappa 0.1 which corresponds with 10 % opening. The opening time of 
the PRV is set to 2.2 s, however, it is noticed that in all opening and closure time setups, the 
PRV opens totally at the point when the guide vanes are closed. For that reason, closure of 
the valve is delayed in comparison with measured manoeuvre. The shorter opening time does 
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not improve the water hammer behaviour. It causes high discharge in the valve at the time 
when the discharge through the turbine is also still high, the result is fast pressure decrease 
instead of increase. Despite the delayed full opening of the valve, the closure time is set to 
mimic the inclination of the measured closing gradient, it takes 16 s. Figures with measured 
data are also showing fast fluctuations in pressure. These fluctuations are not extracted to the 
charts since it is not expected to capture them with the 1D model. Section where fluctuations 
are highest is marked in following figures. 
 
Figure 39: Calibration of the turbine No. 5, with PRV, initial data 
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The maximal pressure in the model with initial data is according the peak at about 550 mwc, 
Figure 39 shows that the simulated pressure is almost 50 mwc higher than the measured one. 
The discharge through the PRV in the simulation is not even reaching 35 m3/s, which seems 
low in comparison with 80 m3/s on the turbine. Higher discharge through the PRV is in second 
data set reached with lower singular loss coefficient. This should also decrease the peak 
pressure. To prevent the pressure drop at the opening of the PRV, the valve is set to open 
slower. In addition, the guide vanes are set to close slower, furthermore, the switch from fast 
closure to slow closure is increased to lower the peak pressure. The slow speed closure time 
of the guide vanes is decreased, the total closure time remains the same as at the prototype, 
regardless to earlier switch from fast to slow closure. 
Table 4: PRV and PID parameters calibration, turbine No. 5 
Data set PRV Cv 
[-] 
PRV opening 
time 
[s] 
GVC time, 
fast 
[s] 
GVC time, 
slow 
[s] 
Kappa 
change 
[-] 
Initial data 1 2.2 3.6 137.7 0.1 
Simulation 51 2.7 3.7 3.8 46.25 0.27 
Simulation 52 4 2.2 2 45 0.35 
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Figure 40: Calibration of the turbine No. 5, with PRV, simulation 51 
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The parameters showed in Table 4 resulted in a peak pressure that can be compared with the 
one measured at the prototype. The simulated pressure is still higher than measured one, 
however, this error of approximately 5 m at the total pressure increase of more than 50 m is 
on the safe side and is acceptable. The discharge through the PRV of 50 m3/s is significant 
and considered as realistic. 
With data set marked as in simulation 52 it is tried to lower the pressure peak and to shift it 
closer to the one measured at the prototype. As shown in the Table 4, faster closure of the 
guide vanes should shift the peak and earlier switch to slow closure in combination with lower 
loss coefficient in the PRV is set to decrease the peak pressure. 
 
Figure 41: Calibration of the turbine No. 5, with PRV, simulation 52 
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Figure 41 shows that the parameters table brings desired improvements in timing and the value 
of the peak pressure. The consequence of this improvement is a discharge through the PRV 
of 70 m3/s, which is not expected to be possible for the valve from the construction plans. Such 
high discharge at the PRV is causing a high pressure drop after the peak, which is also not 
comparable with the data measured at the prototype. For these reasons, the settings from the 
simulation 51 are used in further simulations. 
Highest effort of the calibration is to simulate pressure peak during the fast closure as accurate 
as possible. The results of the calibration are showing that the PRV and its interaction with the 
PID has a major damping effect on the water hammer. The calibration shows that the valve 
used in the numerical model is capable to simulate the behaviour of the PRV with some 
differences, mostly during closure. Beside the opening and closing times of the PRVs and 
guide vanes. For this calibration drawings with dimensions of the PRVs were used. However, 
what would be very useful in dealing with PRV, more information about the singular losses of 
the valves, and the highest discharge through the valves are 3D-CFD or physical models to 
improve the information for transient understanding and calibration of the PRVs. Also, a study 
of the original model test reports of the valves could significantly improve the knowledge of the 
valves. 
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7 TONSTAD HPP UPGRADE 
The upgrade of the existing power plant in means of the capacity can be an effective answer 
to demand of changing energy markets. Tonstad HPP has, with numerous intakes, the 
possibility to use higher amount of water than designed 250 m3/s. However, it is necessary to 
investigate the behaviour of the water conduits and machinery of the power plant to know how 
the system will react to higher discharge. The aim of this thesis is to describe pressure surge 
that would appear during fast closure in case of discharge that is 25 % higher than the nominal. 
The calibrated 1D-model of the Tonstad HPP shows that such increase in discharge is possible 
with additional 30 % of guide vanes opening. Figure 42 is showing the GVO at which the 
desired discharge and resulting output power are reached. 
 
Figure 42: Increased discharge with resulting power for turbines No. 1 and No. 5 
During the simulation the water levels in all reservoirs are set to HRWL and the inflow at the 
brook intakes are set to zero. At GVO of 130 %, the discharge on the turbines No. 1 to No. 4 
is 53 m3/s with 199 MW output power. The discharge on the turbine No. 5 is 100 m3/s and 
output power is 378 MW. The increase of discharge for 25 % is not resulting for the same 
percentage of power increase because of higher head loss during higher discharge in the 
power waterway. The numerical model shows that Tonstad HPP would in total, with 25 % 
increased discharge, produce 1173 MW of output power, which is an increase of about 22%. 
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The fast closure of all turbines with increased discharge is simulated to show the worst-case 
pressure surge that would appear in spiral case and pressure shafts. The closing speed of the 
guide vanes for this manoeuvre is utilized as for the calibration in previous chapter, including 
the other model parameters. The GVO during constant power is the only parameter changed 
compared to the calibrated data. 
 
Figure 43: Simulation results of fast closure with nominal and increased discharge, turbines No. 1 to 4 
Since the turbines No. 1 to No. 4 all have same characteristics, Figure 43 is representing each 
of them although it is logged for turbine No1. It can be seen that the initial GVO during 
simulation with increased discharge is higher to reach wanted conditions in means of the 
discharge and the output power. Because of the increased GVO at the steady state total 
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closure time is increased for approximately 1 s, since closing speed remains the same. Slower 
closure resulted with later closing of the PRV since PID and PRV are connected. The increased 
discharge results with significant increase in head loss and deeper level in surge tank, in 
Bernoulli´s equation the velocity is appearing squared, which means that velocity increase will 
result in a significant drop of pressure. This is confirmed with pressure decrease in the spiral 
case during constant output power for approximately 30 m in comparison with operation at the 
nominal discharge. Increased discharge is resulting with higher flow velocity that increases the 
head loss. Further, fast reduction of the high velocity in the penstock and spiral case is causing 
pressure surge that can be seen at 5 s in Figure 43. The discharge increases for 25 %, means 
same percentage in velocity increase. Reduction of 25 % higher velocity is causing pressure 
increase of almost 160 mwc in comparison with 50 mwc increase during closure at the nominal 
discharge. Because of the lower steady state pressure at the surge tank base, the total 
difference in pressure during water hammer is not as high, however, there is significant 
difference between spiral pressure of 478 mwc after closure at nominal discharge and 
548 mwc after closure at the increased discharge. 
To simulate the maximal water hammer, the closure in the simulation induces an emergency 
shutdown of all five turbines simultaneously as can be seen in Figure 42. The closure time of 
the turbine No. 5 is a few seconds longer in relation to the smaller turbines No.1 – No.4. This 
characteristic, as well as all the other ones, is not changed for simulation with increased 
discharge. 
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Figure 44: Simulation results of fast closure with nominal and increased discharge, turbine No. 5 
The penstocks No. 1 and No. 2 have smaller diameters than penstock No. 3, therefore the 
increased discharge is causing higher head losses, as for the turbine No.5. However, smaller 
penstocks are splitting in two pipes each and penstock No.3 is leading straight to the turbine 
No. 5. Therefore, at spiral case No. 5 the velocity is higher, causing a pressure decrease that 
can be seen at Figure 44. Significant pressure decrease during steady state is causing that 
peak pressure during water hammer is lower for the increased discharge as for nominal one. 
The pressure increase during the water hammer is higher in absolute number in case of the 
higher discharge, which is expected because of higher velocity reduction. However, Figure 44 
is surprisingly showing that at turbine No. 5 case with lower discharge is critical considering 
the maximum pressure in the spiral case and penstock. This shows the positive effect of the 
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higher friction loss in the headrace tunnel resulting in the lower surge tank level improving the 
water hammer situation in case of a shutdown with increased discharge respectively power. 
7.1 Prolonged closing time at increased discharge 
To mitigate the high pressures that appear during the fast closure of the turbines No. 1 to No. 4, 
the closure time is increased so that the shift between the high speed closure and low speed 
closure happens approximately 1.5 s later than with parameters that were chosen as the result 
of the calibration. A slower closure in first part of the manoeuvre should cause slower velocity 
decrease and consequently low-pressure increase caused by the water hammer. Closing 
times of high-speed closure are for turbine No .1 to No. 4 increased from 3 s to 4.6 s and for 
turbine No. 5 from 3.8 s to 5.1 s. The closing times of the slow closure, as well as the switch 
point between quick closure and slow closure, are not changed. The settings of the PRVs are 
also remaining unchanged.  
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Figure 45: Fast closure of turbine No. 1 at increased discharge with calibrated data and with slower high-speed 
closure 
At turbines with nominal power of 160 MW, the closing time increase for approximately 1.5 s 
is resulting in a reduction of the peak pressure from 548 mwc to 528 mwc at full closure from 
198.8 MW. Figure 45 is showing that longer closure time, beside the lower pressure surge, 
causes also a shift of the peak which is matching with a shift of the switch between quick and 
slow closure. The closing time to be appropriate in case of upgrade depends on the resistance 
of the pipes and the requirements of the operation of the power plant. 
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Figure 46: Fast closure of turbine No. 5 at increased discharge with calibrated data and with slower high-speed 
closure 
A similar change of the closing speed as shown in Figure 45 describing the behaviour of the 
turbines No. 1 to No. 4 is on turbine No. 5 resulting with pressure which is the opposite as 
expected. Approximately 1.5 s longer closing time at turbine No. 5 results with higher pressure 
during the water hammer than as in case with faster closure. This underlines how sensitive the 
behaviour of a PRV is and how carefully it must be adapted. On Figure 46 can be seen that 
longer closing time of the turbine No.5 caused increase of pressure surge to 477 mwc in 
comparison with 471 mwc in case of a shorter, calibrated closure time. Figure 44 shows that 
for the 320 MW turbine No. 5, the discharge increase of 25 % and power increase of 20 % of 
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nominal is not critical in means of high-pressure during water hammer. Additional simulations 
were made to investigate correlation between pressure during water hammer and closing time 
expressed in Figure 46. 
7.2 Guide vanes closing time variations 
This chapter shows the influence of different guide vane closing times on the spiral pressure, 
for unit No. 5. 
 
Figure 47: Pressure in the spiral case of turbine No. 5 caused by different guide vanes closing times 
Multiple simulations show that in the system with PRV used for reduction of maximal pressure 
during the water hammer, the closure time of the guide vanes need to be coordinated with the 
opening time of the PRV. Figure 47 shows that a longer closure time does not mean 
necessarily lower pressure. In case of closure in two steps, kappa switch needs to correlate 
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with approximately 90% opening of the PRV. In case that a fast closure is too slow, and the 
kappa switch is reached after PRV opening of about 90%, a further closure of the guide vanes, 
while discharge through the PRV almost reached the peak value, will cause a major change in 
velocity and in pressure surge. The difference between the best correlation and worst 
correlation is in this case almost 20 m of water head. That is more than 15% less pressure 
increase as for the worst-case scenario. However, in case that the closure is much slower, this 
phenomenon has no influence. For the Tonstad HPP the closure speed starts to decrease 
when the PRV is fully open. The PRV in the numerical model is not working the same way as 
the prototype, however, if in the model the linear closure of the PRV is extended, it reaches 
100% closure at the time when the real, curved line reaches 90%. That confirms that the PID 
and the PRV settings in means of fast closure at the prototype are optimized for the nominal 
discharge. In case of an increased discharge, when GVO for the steady state flow is higher 
and consequently the closure time is longer, the simulations show that the pressure surge, is 
decreased.  
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8 DISCUSSION 
The approach to the Tonstad HPP upgrade investigation started with building of the numerical 
model. In this step geometrical characteristics and most of the machinery parameters were 
defined. Some parameters were assumed in this step. The calibration of the model was done 
as following. Friction calibration was expected to be necessary, the results of the simulations 
in this step showed that additional calibration was demanded and that some simplifications of 
the system were discarded. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the PRVs during the calibration was 
noticed and had siginificant influence on the water hammer. The PRV characteristics used in 
the model are interpreted from the technical drawings of the valve and from monitoring 
measurements. However, regarding the complexity, important is to consider the sensitive 
influence of the PRV, additional investigations are recommended. The head loss coefficients 
of the PRVs are parameters with significant influence on the hydraulic behaviour. 3D CFD 
simulations of the PRV are suggested to give more accurate value of this coefficients and can 
result in additional input data for LVTrans model. Since LVTrans is an 1D software, and some 
complex parts of the system are described with only few parameters, those parameters need 
to be accurate. The results from the 3D-CFD simulations can improve the parameters due to 
the possibility of studying transient effects. Also cavitation effects may play a significant role in 
the hydraulic effect of a PRV. The machine behaviour is an important aspect, especially 
rotational speed in the load rejection event that need to be studied further. 
The Tonstad HPP has a long and complex system of headrace tunnels, therefore friction and 
dynamic friction is an important factor. The friction coefficient is determined by the calibration 
to 0.06 [-] for the unlined tunnels. This can be noticed in the Table 5, with other simulation load 
cases and conclusions. Calibration also showed that the PRVs and the brook intakes have 
significant dampening effect on the water hammer of the system.  
The upgrade in the power production is generated with a simulation approach of 30 % more 
opening of the guide vanes, this allows 25 % more discharge and about 22 % power increase 
leading to a possible installed capacity of 1173 MW. In such conditions, the simulation show 
even lower maximum pressure on the turbine No. 5 in case of a shutdown due to the lower 
water level in the surge tank caused by high friction. Turbine No.1-No.4 show increased 
pressure and have thus less reserves as unit No. 5 due to smaller penstock diameter. 
However, an opening and closing time adaption of the PRV may allow to improve the maximum 
pressure surge. The simulations show that the PRVs react very sensitive and must be adapted 
with care and in respect to check the maximum rotational speed. Different coupling 
technologies of the PRVs with the governor may be studied to allow best possible capturing of 
various hydraulic demands.  
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9 CONCLUSION 
A significant potential power upgrade of about 22% at the existing high-head hydropower 
scheme Tonstad was investigated in terms of 1D numerical simulation with the software 
LVTrans. The focus on the surge mitigation system that is capturing the control the transients, 
such as surge tanks and energy dissipation systems (EDS) including the operation of pressure 
relief valves (PRVs) was investigated . The PRVs are used in incidents with fast shutdown 
such as load rejections and are not activated during loading and unloading manoeuvres. It was 
shown that the upgrade can be hydraulically enabled by tuning the existing system in the 
simulation virtually of 30% more guide vane opening. For the prototype this will require 
obviously new machines to allow a higher maximum discharge and higher installed capacity. 
Surge tanks are indispensable structures to allow operational flexibility and are safe surge 
protection devices of hydro power plants, due to their reliability and robustness. An additional 
positive dampening effect for the mass oscillation in the Tonstad scheme was shown for the 
calibration adding the tunnel system Marevatn, that acts similar as a surge tank. The PRVs 
are technically complex and sensitive for governing. Too quick opening or abrupt closing of the 
PRVs may worsen the impact of transients as it can be seen from simulations results in this 
thesis. For the prototype power plants these effects can be captured by redundant safety 
measures. During a fast closure of the guide vanes in case of a load rejection the PRVs have 
significant impact for mitigating the maximum pressure. The results of the calibration show that 
the PRVs and their cooperation with the guide vane opening have significant positive damping 
effect on the water hammer. The simulations made in the thesis show that a higher production 
at the Tonstad HPP is theoretically possible. The increase 25 % of discharge is not resulting 
in the same percentage on power increase, because of higher head losses due to the higher 
discharge. The tailrace surge tanks are located close to the turbines and therefore no 
significant water hammer effects are expected. Since the tailrace surge tanks remain with the 
same upper chamber level, the maximum pressure from mass oscillations are not significantly 
increased. It can be concluded that PRVs can have a significant positive impact on the water 
hammer and thus on the penstock design, especially for upgrading existing high-head 
hydropower plants. PRVs can be an important addition to the indispensable surge tanks for 
high head schemes with pressure tunnels to serve for multiple purposes mitigating effects that 
come with higher flexibility, higher ecological demands and transient effects by quick reactions 
of the hydraulic machines. 
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Table 5: Summary of the simulations and conclusions 
 Simulation Focus Load case 
Results and LV Trans 
parameter 
Conclusion 
Steady state 
calibration 
Initial data 
Friction 
coefficient 
Constant power 
(123 MW) at T1, T2, T4 
for 87 min., following: 
T1:  123 MW -> 111 MW 
T2: 131 MW -> 115 MW 
T4: 127 MW -> 120 MW 
Friction coefficient 0.06 is 
appropriate for the unlined 
tunnels. 
Significant and 
higher influence of 
the friction in the 
unlined tunnels 
compared with 
lined ones. 
Because of their 
length. 
Friction 2 
Friction 3 
Calibration of turbine 
closure in 160 
seconds 
Initial data Singular 
losses 
Constant power 
(146.5 MW) at T1 and 
T4, following: 
160 seconds closure of 
the T1. 
After 20.8 min., 160 
seconds closure of the 
T4. 
Added brook intake 
Marevatn. 
Decreased cross-sectional 
area of the tunnels and 
brook intakes. Considered 
elliptical water surface in 
the brook intakes. 
Significant 
influence of the 
Marevatn tunnel 
system. 
Decreased cross 
sectional area of 
the tunnels and 
brook intakes. 
Simulation 2 
Simulation 3 
Surge tanks 
dimensions 
Simulation 4 
Marevatn 
intake 
Simulation 5 
Cross section 
of the tunnels 
PRV calibration 
Initial data 
PID and PRV 
No. 1-4 
T1: fast closure from 
160 MW 
CV (PRV)= 0.6 [/] 
PRV opening time= 1.8s 
GVC time fast/slow= 3s/16s 
Kappa change= 0.4[/] 
Major influence of 
the PRV and its 
coupling with PID 
on the water 
hammer. Adjusted 
parameters of the 
PID and PRV. 
Simulation 21 
Simulation 22 
Initial data 
PID and PRV 
No. 5 
T5: fast closure from 
320 MW 
CV (PRV)= 2.7 [/] 
PRV opening time= 3.7s 
GVC time fast/slow≈ 4s/46s 
Kappa change= 0.27[/] 
Simulation 51 
Simulation 55 
Increased discharge 
Q+25 % 
Upgrade 
effect to the 
water 
hammer 
Fast closure of all five 
turbines from the 
1173 MW in sum. 
Turbine No.1-No.4 show 
increased pressure and 
have less reserves as unit 5 
in matter of the spiral case 
pressure. 
Possible Tonstad 
HPP upgrade. 
Major influence of 
the PRV and PID 
coupling. 
Prolonged GVC 
time at Q+25 
GVC time 
variations 
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10 SLOVENSKI POVZETEK 
10.1 Uvod 
Vedno več elektrarn je načrtovanih za izkoriščanje naravnih virov, kot na primer sončne  in 
vetrne elektrarne. Ker pa proizvodnja teh elektrarn močno niha v odvisnosti od vremenskih 
pojavov in letnih časov, je potrebno pomanjkanje v proizvodnji energije nadomestiti. Večina 
tehnologij za proizvodnjo električne energije ni dovolj fleksibilnih za izravnavanje nihanj v 
proizvodnji in porabi električne energije ali za zagotavljanje rezerv ob izpadu obnovljivih virov. 
Vse tehnologije za proizvodnjo električne energije so pomembne za zagotavljanje stabilnosti 
mreže, vsekakor pa hidroenergija izstopa z možnostjo uravnovešanja potrebe in proizvodnje 
v mreži. 
Hidroelektrarna (HE) Tonstad na Norveškem je do leta 1991, pred spremembami na 
energetskem trgu, v glavnem pokrivala osnovno obremenitev v elektroenergetskem sistemu. 
Po tej spremembi ter po nadgradnji je elektrarna začela pokrivati konično obremenitev v 
omrežju. Trenutno pa nacionalnemu operaterju zagotavlja rezerve za obnovo frekvence. Da bi 
HE Tonstad omrežju lahko zagotavljala še več energije , je v tej magistrski nalogi obravnavana 
njena nadgradnja . Nadgradnja je pogosto cenejša, hitrejša in lažja rešitev kot gradnja nove 
elektrarne. Ta vidik prikazuje prednosti hidroenergije. Vendar pa je  predhodno potrebno 
analizirati izvedljivost nadgradnje, vključno z  analizo prehodnih pojavov. 
10.2 Nastanek prehodnih pojavov ter njihov nadzor 
Prehodni pojavi so posledica sprememb v robnih pogojih tekom pretoka. Najpogostejši nestalni 
robni pogoji, ki lahko povzročijo prehodne pojave, so naslednji (Jaeger, 1977): 
• Spremembe v nastavitvah ventila 
• Spremembe v zahtevani moči na turbini 
• Spremembe gladine vode v akumulacijah 
• Valovi v akumulacijah 
• Odziv krmilnika turbine 
• Vibracije na vodilnih lopaticah ali na gonilniku turbine 
• Nestabilnosti v sesalni cevi zaradi vrtinčenja 
.
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Da z vodnim udarom povzročeno nihanje tlaka v hidravličnih sistemih ne doseže vrednosti, ki 
so višje od dovoljenih, oziroma vrednosti blizu pojava kavitacije, so hidravlični prevodniki 
pogosto opremljeni z napravami, ki to preprečujejo. Naprave spreminjajo lastnosti toka v 
sistemu s pretvorbo hitro se spreminjajočega gibanja v počasi se spreminjajoče gibanje. 
Zaščitne naprave vplivajo na nestalni tok na naslednja načina (Mihail Popescu, 2003): 
• Zmanjšajo ali omejijo najvišji tlak v prevodniku, medtem pa ohranijo hitro se 
spreminjajoče lastnosti toka 
• V celotnem sistemu ali na določenem delu sistema zmanjšajo ali omejijo najvišji tlak v 
prevodniku s pretvorbo hitrih oscilacij (vodni udar) v počasne (masna nihanja).  
Prva skupina predstavlja različne vrste ventilov, obvodov, vztrajnikov, ipd. Vodostani 
predstavljajo drugo skupino. Omenjene naprave lahko nastopajo samostojno ali v 
kombinacijah. 
Tlačni valovi, povzročeni s prej omenjenimi manevri, se odbijajo od proste gladine vode. 
Vodostani izkoriščajo to lastnost za preprečevanje propagacije povišanega tlaka v daljše 
cevovode. Odboj vala od gladine z omejeno ploščino in z omejenim volumnom povzroča, da 
se nekatera obvladljiva valovanja z dolgimi periodami razširijo v celoten sistem. V osnovi so 
vodostani zgradbe s prosto gladino vode, povezni na sistem cevovodov. Lahko so načrtovani 
v različnih oblikah in z različnimi povezavami na cevovod. V osnovi je njihova velikost pogojena 
z zadostnimi volumnom, da se prepreči prelivanje pri maksimalnem povečanju tlaka in da se 
prepreči vhod zraka v cevovod pri največjem znižanju tlaka. Ob nezadostni ploščini gladine 
vode lahko pride tudi do nestabilnosti sistema zaradi masnih nihanj. 
Gorvodni vodostan na HE Tonstad je vodostan z zgornjo in spodnjo komoro. Ostali najbolj 
pogosti tipi vodostanov so: 
• Enostavni vodostan ima v večini primerov obliko okroglega jaška. Takšen vodostan je 
predhodnik današnjih zgradb. V primerih elektrarn z visokimi tlaki ali velikimi pretoki bi 
tak vodostan moral biti zelo visok in imeti velik prerez, da bi zagotovil zadostno površino 
vodne gladine. Kot takšen bi bil zelo drag, zato se je pristop do načrtovanja vodostanov 
spremenil. Enostavni vodostani pa se še vedno uporabljajo, predvsem takrat, ko imajo 
ob obvladovanju prehodnih pojavov še kakšno drugo nalogo. 
• Diferencialni vodostan je načrtovan, da bi omogočil večjo fleksibilnost HE in hkrati 
znižal stroške zaradi manjših izkopov. Primarna ideja je, da ima vodostan dušilko med 
cevovodom in glavnim jaškom ter dodatni manjši jašek, neposredno povezan na 
cevovod. Hitra sprememba vodne gladine v manjšem jašku omogoča hiter odziv na 
tlačne spremembe v cevovodu. Manjši jašek omogoča hitro pospeševanje ali 
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pojemanje vodne mase v sistemu, glavni jašek pa zagotavlja stabilnost sistema 
(Richter, et al., 2018). 
• Vodostan z dušilko ima na vhodu v vodostan zožitev ali dušilko, ki povzroča lokalne 
izgube pri vtoku vode v vodostan. Dušenje tlačnih nihanj v sistemu je odvisno od izgub. 
Ker pa trenje in ostale izgube vplivajo tudi na nižjo proizvodnjo, je smiselno, da se 
lokalne izgube ustvarijo le na vhodu v vodostan. Lahko pa močno dušenje povzroči, da 
del tlačnega vala potuje naprej po sistemu (Ivetić, 1996). 
• Vodostan z zračno blazino je pogosto uporabljen v hidravličnih sistemih za 
preprečevanje negativnih posledic pri nenadnem zastoju črpalk. Stroški za izgradnjo 
takšnega vodostana so lahko visoki zaradi tesnjenja kamnine in inštalacije zračnega 
sistema in monitoringa.  
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10.3 LVTRANS 
Numerični model HE Tonstad je izdelan v enodimenzionalnem (1D) numeričnem programu 
LVTrans, ki je odprtokodni program, osnovan na grafičnem programskem jeziku. Enačbe 
vodnega toka so v tem programu rešene numerično po metodi karakteristik. S pomočjo vozlišč, 
ki predstavljajo sestavne dele HE in se jih lahko vidi na Slika 1, se sestavi model elektrarne. 
Za vsako vozlišče se nato podajo vhodni podatki, od katerih je nekatere možno spreminjati 
med potekom same simulacije. 
 
Slika 1: Preprosta shema HE sestavljena v LVTrans 
10.4 HE Tonstad 
HE Tonstad je elektrarna z najvišjo inštalirano močjo v Sira-Kvina sistemu, ki povezuje več 
elektrarn na rekah Sira in Kvina, s skupno močjo 1760 MW.  
Zaradi dobrih lastnosti kamnine so dovodni cevovodi elektrarne zgrajeni brez notranje obloge, 
razen v območjih razpok in diskontinuitet. Peskolovi so grajeni z armiranobetonsko notranjo 
oblogo, tlačni rovi pa z jekleno. Štiri enake turbine, vsaka z nazivnim pretokom 42,5 m3/s in 
močjo 160 MW, so v parih oskrbovane z dvema tlačnima rovoma. Turbina št. 5, z nazivnim 
pretokom 80 m3/s in močjo 320 MW, ima svoj tlačni rov. Pred vsakim tlačnim rovom se nahaja 
peskolov v obliki cevovoda s povečanim prerezom, pred peskolovi pa so locirani vodohrani z 
spodnjo in zgornjo komoro. Ob vsaki turbini je v spirali nameščen razbremenilni ventil. Naloga 
ventila je, da se  ob naglem znižanju pretoka skozi turbine odpre ter tako prepreči oziroma 
omili naglo naraščanje tlaka.  
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10.5 Umerjanje modela 
Umerjanje je pomemben del v procesu numeričnega modeliranja v prid zanesljivosti in pravilne 
interpretacije rezultatov. Izvedeno je v treh korakih: 
• Umerjanje pri konstantni moči 
• Umerjanje pri zaprtju turbin v času 160 sekund 
• Umerjanje razbremenilnih ventilov (PRV) 
 
Slika 2: Rezultat umerjanja turbine št. 1. GVO pomeni odprtje vodilnih lopatic. 
Uporabljeni vhodni podatki za izdelavo modela, pridobljeni iz načrtov, so zaradi metode 
izgradnje tunelov lahko nenatančni. Dejanska hrapavost in prečni prerezi tunelov so zato 
ugotovljeni s postopkom umerjanja pri konstantni moči. Umerjanje pri hitrem zmanjšanju moči 
pa prikaže večje nepravilnosti v dimenzijah vodostanov, stranskih vtokov ter izgub, ki vplivajo 
na dušenje sistema. Umerjanje razbremenilnih ventilov je opravljeno kot zadnje, ko je za 
preostali sistem dosežena željena natančnost. Ventili so umerjani pri zasilnem zaprtju vodilnih 
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lopatic, ko se pretok v 7 sekundah za turbine št. 1 do št.  4 oziroma v 16 sekundah za turbino 
št. 5 zmanjša iz približno 95% nazivnega pretoka na nič. Pri umerjanju razbremenilnih ventilov 
je največja pozornost posvečena tlaku pred turbino, ki se je, kot je vidno na Slika 2, približal 
izmerjeni vrednosti. Slika prikazuje primerjavo meritev na prototipu in rezultatov simulacije na 
modelu, in sicer potek tlakov pred turbino v črni barvi, zapiranje vodilnih lopatic v modri, 
odpiranje razbremenilnega ventila v oranžni ter pretok skozi ventil v svetlejši oranžni barvi. 
10.6 Nadgradnja HE Tonstad 
Zaradi številnih zajetij rečic ima HE Tonstad možnost zajema večje količine vode od 
načrtovanih 250 m3/s. V okviru te naloge je raziskano naraščanje tlaka v cevovodu, ki bi se 
pojavilo ob hitrem zaprtju turbin pri pretoku 25 % večjem od nazivnega. Umerjeni 1D model 
kaže, da je takšno povečanje pretoka možno z dodatnim 30% odprtjem vodilnih lopatic. 
Simulacije so izvedene ob najvišjih reguliranih vodnih gladinah v akumulacijah. S 130 % 
odprtjem vodilnih loput je dosežen pretok 53 m3/s ter moč 199 MW na turbinah št. 1 do št. 4. 
Pretok na turbini št. 5 je 100 m3/s in moč 378 MW. Povečanje pretoka za 25 % ne rezultira z 
istim odstotkom povečanja moči, ker se pri višjem pretoku povečajo tlačne izgube. Model 
pokaže, da bi HE Tonstad ob za 25 % višjem pretoku od nazivnega imela 1173 MW moči, kar 
je povečanje za približno 22 %. 
Hitro zapiranje bi ob takšnih pogojih povzročilo povišanje tlaka, ki bi na turbinah št. 1 do št. 4 
presegel vrednosti, dosežene pri nazivnem pretoku. Primerjava med Slika 3 in Slika 2 kaže, 
da pri nominalnem pretoku tlak doseže najvišjo vrednost pri 478 mvs (metrov vodnega 
stolpca), pri povečanem pretoku pa 548 mvs. Zaradi povišanja tlaka je izvedena simulacija z 
1,5 s počasnejšim zapiranjem in kot prikazuje Slika 3, je s tem doseženo znižanje tlaka za 
20 mvs. 
Pri istih pogojih se izkaže, da povečan pretok na turbini št. 5 zaradi večjih izgub in višjih hitrosti 
toka povzroči manjše povečanje tlaka kot nominalni pretok. Ob počasnejšem zapiranju pa se 
tlak poveča bolj kot v primerjavi s hitrim zapiranjem. Pri hitrem zapiranju nastane višji tlak kot  
posledica neoptimalne usklajenosti z razbremenilnim ventilom. To ponazarja občutljivo 
obnašanje razbremenilnega ventila ter pomembnost njegove natančne usklajenosti s 
servomotorjem, ki zapira vodilne lopatice. 
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Slika 3: Hitro zapiranje turbine št. 1 pri povečanem pretoku z umerjenim in počasnejšim zapiranjem 
Zaradi nepričakovanih rezultatov na turbini št. 5 ter očitne občutljivosti razbremenilnega ventila 
so na Slika 4 prikazani rezultati  sedmih simulacij z različnimi hitrostmi zapiranja vodilnih 
lopatic. Razvidno je, da je v sistemu, kjer je razbremenilni ventil nameščen kot naprava za 
omilitev vodnega udara, potrebna natančna usklajenost med hitrostjo odpiranja ventila ter 
hitrostjo zapiranja vodilnih lopatic. V primeru zapiranja v dveh korakih je pomembno, da 
sprememba v hitrosti zapiranja sovpada s približno 90% odprtostjo razbremenilnega ventila. 
Zapiranje vodilnih lopatic v modelu ne poteka povsem enako kot na prototipu elektrarne, je pa 
iz simulacij potrjeno, da je usklajenost zapiranja vodilnih lopatic in ventila na prototipu 
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optimalna za nazivni pretok. Za vodni udar pa simulacije kažejo, da pri povečanem pretoku 
povzroča nižje povišanje  tlaka. 
 
Slika 4: Tlak pred turbino št. 5 ob različnih hitrostih zapiranja vodilnih lopatic 
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10.7 Zaključek 
Vodostani so zaradi njihove zanesljivosti in robustnosti nepogrešljive zgradbe za doseganje 
operativne fleksibilnosti ter varnosti pred vodnim udarom. Dodaten pozitiven učinek na dušenje 
masnih nihanj se je pokazal ob dodajanju tunelskega sistema Marevatn, ki prav tako deluje 
kot vodostan. Sistem za disipacijo energije je tehnično kompleksen ter občutljiv za upravljanje. 
Nepravilno upravljanje s takim sistemom lahko poslabša učinek prehodnih pojavov, kot je 
razvidno iz rezultatov simulacij v nalogi, pa lahko takšne učinke na prototipih elektrarn 
preprečimo z ustreznimi varnostnimi ukrepi. Ob hitrem zapiranju vodilnih lopatic ima 
razbremenilni ventil značilen vpliv na znižanje maksimalnega tlaka. Se pa visok tlak lahko 
pojavi tudi kasneje, ko se pretok skozi razbremenilni ventil zmanjšuje. Vsekakor rezultati 
simulacij kažejo, da ima razbremenilni ventil in njegova usklajenost z zapiranjem vodilnih 
lopatic značilen pozitiven vpliv dušenja na vodni udar. Simulacije kažejo, da je višja proizvodna 
moč na HE Tonstad dosegljiva. Vodostani v odvodnem cevovodu so nameščeni v bližini turbin, 
zato posledično vpliv vodnega udara na odvodni cevovod ni pričakovan. Zaključna ugotovitev 
je, da ima razbremenilni ventil pozitiven učinek pri načrtovanju tlačnega rova, še posebej za 
nadgradnjo obstoječih elektrarn z visokimi tlaki. Takšni ventili so lahko pomemben dodatek 
neobhodnim vodostanom pri shemah s tlačnimi rovi, saj skrbijo za blaženje posledic, ki sledijo 
visoki fleksibilnosti, visokim ekološkim zahtevam ter prehodnim pojavom ob hitrih spremembah 
pri delovanju hidravličnih naprav. 
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  APPENDIX A: SCHEME OF THE TONSTAD HPP IN THE LVTRANS 
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APPENDIX B: CALIBRATED CRUTIAL PARAMETERS OF THE PIPES, PID, TURBINES AND BROOK INTAKES USED IN LVTRANS MODEL 
Pipe Lengt
h 
Effectiv
e 
diamet
er 
Friction 
coefficie
nt 
Dynami
c 
friction 
consta
nt 
Water 
densit
y 
Celerit
y 
Cross-
section
al area 
Wetted 
perimet
er 
Geodeti
c level 
of the 
upper 
end 
Geodeti
c level 
of the 
lower 
end 
Design 
dischar
ge 
Initial 
pressur
e head 
Parameter L D f λ ρ a Area P Z0 Z1 Q0 H0 
Unit m m / / kg/m3 m/s m2 m m a.s.l. m a.s.l. m3/s m a.s.l. 
Pi_Ousdal 2366,4 9,15 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 59,4 37,2 478,00 468,00 125,00 497,60 
Shaft_Midst 480,0 4,37 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 15,0 8,2 480,88 468,00 0,00 497,60 
Pi_Midst 5000,0 8,70 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 59,4 37,2 468,00 454,10 125,00 497,60 
                          
Shaft_Lila 62,5 2,76 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 6,0 5,2 520,00 457,84 0,00 497,60 
Pi_C_Lila 57,2 3,57 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 10,0 6,7 457,84 454,10 0,00 497,60 
Pi_Lila 3196,1 9,15 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 56,6 37,2 454,10 457,70 125,00 497,60 
Shaft_Rost 750,0 2,76 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 6,0 5,2 480,00 457,70 0,00 497,60 
Pi_Rost 5853,5 9,15 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 56,6 37,2 457,70 449,01 125,00 497,60 
                          
Pi_Homst 7121,0 8,05 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 50,9 34,7 459,00 450,40 125,00 497,60 
Shaft_Josd 59,0 3,19 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 8,0 6,0 454,00 450,40 0,00 515,00 
Pi_Josd 470,0 8,05 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 50,9 34,7 450,40 449,01 125,00 497,60 
TR                         
Pi_TR 4167,0 11,00 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 95,0 45,8 449,01 440,90 250,00 497,60 
                          
Pi_Mare 301,8 4,37 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 15,0 6,9 502,00 459,32 10,00 449,00 
Pi_Cmare 68,0 4,37 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 15,0 6,9 459,32 449,71 10,00 449,00 
Pi_Asmund 1964,9 4,37 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 15,0 6,9 449,71 441,13 10,00 449,00 
          It continues… 
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…continuation           
Pi_Stigansani 2869,3 4,37 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 15,0 6,9 441,13 466,30 10,00 449,00 
Shaft_Fore1 136,6 4,37 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 15,0 8,2 468,70 466,30 10,00 449,00 
T_Mare                         
Shaft_Fore2 1617,0 4,37 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 15,0 8,2 466,30 440,90 10,00 449,00 
T_Fore                         
Pi_Fore 1517,0 11,00 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 95,0 45,8 440,90 442,41 250,00 497,60 
TS3                         
Pi_TS3_S12 93,0 11,00 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 95,0 45,8 442,41 442,50 170,00 497,60 
Pi_TS3_S3 100,0 11,00 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 95,0 45,8 442,41 440,00 80,00 497,60 
Sandtrap 3 223,0 12,31 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 119,0 41,3 440,00 434,00 80,00 497,60 
Penstock 3 659,6 4,80 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 18,1 15,1 434,00 39,00 80,00 497,60 
TS12                         
Pi_TS12_S1 40,0 8,91 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 62,3 36,4 442,50 442,50 85,00 497,60 
Pi_TS12_S2 41,0 8,91 0,0600 500000 1000 1200 62,3 36,4 442,50 442,50 85,00 497,60 
Sandtrap 11 104,6 11,33 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 100,9 38,0 442,50 436,75 85,00 497,60 
Sandtrap 12 104,6 12,87 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 130,0 43,3 436,75 434,00 85,00 497,60 
Sandtrap 21 106,5 11,33 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 100,9 38,0 442,50 436,75 85,00 497,60 
Sandtrap 22 106,5 12,87 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 130,0 43,3 436,75 434,00 85,00 497,60 
Penstock 1 575,5 3,60 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 10,2 11,3 434,00 44,67 85,00 497,60 
Penstock 2 575,5 3,60 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 10,2 11,3 434,00 44,67 85,00 497,60 
TT12                         
Pi_T1 14,3 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 44,67 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_V11 1,0 1,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 0,8 3,1 42,50 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_VT11 0,1 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 42,50 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_V12 5,0 1,10 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 1,0 3,5 42,50 42,50 42,50 49,50 
Pi_VT12 0,1 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 42,50 42,50 42,50 49,50 
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… continuation           
DraftT 1 27,0 4,04 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 12,8 12,7 42,50 30,00 42,50 49,50 
TT12                         
Pi_T2 22,6 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 44,67 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_VT21 0,1 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 42,50 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_V21 1,0 1,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 0,8 3,14 42,50 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_VT22 0,1 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 42,50 42,50 42,50 49,50 
Pi_V22 5,0 1,10 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 1,0 3,5 42,50 42,50 42,50 49,50 
DraftT 2 27,0 4,04 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 12,8 12,7 42,50 30,00 42,50 49,50 
TT34                         
Pi_T3 14,3 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 44,67 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_V31 1,0 1,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 0,8 3,1 42,50 42,50 42,50   
Pi_VT31 0,1 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 42,50 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_V32 5,0 1,10 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 1,0 3,5 42,50 42,50 42,50 49,50 
Pi_VT32 0,1 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 42,50 42,50 42,50 49,50 
DraftT 3 27,0 4,04 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 12,8 12,7 42,50 30,00 42,50 49,50 
TT34                         
Pi_T4 22,6 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 44,67 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_VT41 0,1 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 42,50 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_V41 1,0 1,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 0,8 3,14 42,50 42,50 42,50 497,60 
Pi_VT42 0,1 2,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,1 6,3 42,50 42,50 42,50 49,50 
Pi_V42 5,0 1,10 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 1,0 3,5 42,50 42,50 42,50 49,50 
DraftT 4 27,0 4,04 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 12,8 12,7 42,50 30,00 42,50 49,50 
TV51                         
Pi_VT51 0,1 2,10 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,5 6,6 39,00 39,00 80,00 497,60 
Pi_V51 1,0 1,00 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 0,8 3,1 39,00 39,00 80,00 497,60 
Pi_VT52 0,1 2,10 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 3,5 6,6 39,00 39,00 80,00 49,50 
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…continuation           
Pi_V52 5,0 1,10 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 1,0 3,5 39,00 39,00 80,00 49,50 
                          
DraftT 12 0,1 8,73 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 59,8 29,3 30,00 30,00 85,00 49,50 
DraftT 34 0,1 8,73 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 59,8 29,3 30,00 30,00 85,00 49,50 
DraftT 5 33,1 4,07 0,0074 500000 1000 1200 13,0 12,8 39,00 30,00 80,00 49,50 
Dsurge                         
Pi_DS1 62,0 8,73 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 59,8 29,3 30,00 37,25 85,00 49,50 
Pi_DS2 54,0 8,73 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 59,8 29,3 30,00 37,25 85,00 49,50 
Pi_DS3 112,0 7,98 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 50,0 26,8 30,00 37,25 80,00 49,50 
Tailrace 1 67,0 11,33 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 100,9 78,1 37,25 37,25 170,00 49,50 
Tailrace 
Tunnel 
711,0 11,33 0,0500 500000 1000 1200 100,9 78,1 37,25 37,25 250,00 49,50 
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Turbine Nominal 
discharg
e 
Nomina
l Head 
Nomina
l 
velocity 
Nominal 
mechanica
l torque 
Nominal 
electric 
torque 
Runner
, outer 
radius 
Runner
, inner 
radius 
Hydrauli
c 
efficienc
y 
Nominal 
efficienc
y 
Numbe
r 
ofpoles 
Grid 
frequenc
y 
Parameter Qr Hr Nr Tr Er r1 r2 eta_h eta_r Poles F_grid 
Unit m3/s m RPM Nm Nm m m - - - Hz 
Turbine 1 42,5 430 375 4295729 4295729 1,8253 1,0186 0,96 0,94 16 50 
Turbine 2 42,5 430 375 4295729 4295729 1,8253 1,0186 0,96 0,94 16 50 
Turbine 3 42,5 430 375 4295729 4295729 1,8253 1,0186 0,96 0,94 16 50 
Turbine 4 42,5 430 375 4295729 4295729 1,8253 1,0186 0,96 0,94 16 50 
Turbine 5 80 430 272,73 11118357 11118357 2,349 1,401 0,96 0,94 22 50 
 
PID Nominal 
power 
Nominal 
velocity 
Closing 
time, fast 
Closing 
time, slow 
Opening 
time, fast 
Opening 
time, slow 
Switch 
between 
slow and 
fast closure 
Parameter Pr Nr T_close_hi T_close_low T_open_hi T_open_low kap_change 
Unit MW RPM s s s s - 
PID 1 168,69 375 3 16 12 12 0,4 
PID 2 168,69 375 3 16 12 12 0,4 
PID 3 168,69 375 3 16 12 12 0,4 
PID 4 168,69 375 3 16 12 12 0,4 
PID 5 317,54 272,73 3,8 46,25 12 12 0,27 
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Brook intake Initial 
pressure 
head 
Effective 
diameter 
Friction 
coefficient 
Pressure 
loss 
factor, 
positive 
flow 
Pressure 
loss 
factor, 
negative 
flow 
Parameter H0 D f Cvp Cvm 
Unit m a.s.l. m - - - 
Midstølvatn 497,6 5,20 0,036 100000 100000 
Lilandså 497,6 2,76 0,052 100000 100000 
Rostøltjern 497,6 3,16 0,052 100000 100000 
Josdal 515 3,80 0,055 100000 100000 
Førevann 522,7 5,20 0,041 100000 100000 
Stigansani 497,6 3,39 0,05 100000 100000 
Asmundvatn 497,6 3,42 0,05 100000 100000 
Marevatn 497,6 13,30 0,05 100000 100000 
 
